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Abstract 

 The ability to adapt to a changing environment is central to an organism’s success. The process of 

associating two stimuli (as in associative conditioning) requires very little in the way of neural machinery. 

In fact, organisms with only a few hundred neurons show conditioning that is specific to an associated cue. 

This type of learning is commonly referred to as implicit learning. The learning can be performed in the 

absence of the subject’s ability to describe it. One example of learning that is thought to be implicit is delay 

conditioning. Delay conditioning consists of a single cue (a tone, for example) that starts before, and then 

overlaps with, an outcome (like a pain stimulus).  

In addition to associating sensory cues, humans routinely link abstract concepts with an outcome. 

This more complex learning is often described as explicit since subjects are able to describe the link 

between the stimulus and outcome. An example of conditioning that requires this type of knowledge is 

trace conditioning. Trace conditioning includes a separation of a few seconds between the cue and 

outcome. Explicit learning is often proposed to involve a separate system, but the degree of separation 

between implicit associations and explicit learning is still debated. 

 We describe aversive conditioning experiments in human subjects used to study the degree of 

interaction that takes place between explicit and implicit systems. We do this in three ways. First, if a 

higher order task (in this case a working memory task) is performed during conditioning, it reduces not 

only explicit learning but also implicit learning. Second, we describe the area of the brain involved in 

explicit learning during conditioning and confirm that it is active during both trace and delay conditioning. 

Third, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we describe hemodynamic activity changes in 

perceptual areas of the brain that occur during delay conditioning and persist after the learned association 

has faded.  

 From these studies, we conclude that there is a strong interaction between explicit and implicit 

learning systems, with one often directly changing the function of the other.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Every extension of knowledge arises from making the conscious the unconscious – Nietzsche 

 

Organisms need to learn. Learning provides the basis for adaptation to a diverse and 

changing environment. Those organisms that are better at learning are more successful 

both in the acquisition of resources and the avoidance of potentially detrimental 

situations. When learning and memory are discussed in an everyday context, it is usually 

to retain information for a test or to avoid forgetting a person’s name. This type of 

memory usually involves facts or concepts and is described as explicit. There are cases 

where individuals have shown an extraordinary associative capacity to the point where 

sensory associations from their explicit memories overpower current experience.  

One such individual is the famous Solomon Shereshevskii, known in the literature 

simply as ‘S’. The extent of his success (and difficulties) was described by the 

neuropsychologist Alexander Luria (Luria, 1968). From the Wikipedia entry for 

Shereshevskii, ‘S’ was a Russian journalist whose abilities were discovered when he was 

scolded for not taking notes at a speech. When questioned, ‘S’ was able to recite the 

speech verbatim. ‘S’ was tested for decades and his abilities were exceptional; in a matter 

of minutes, he was capable of memorizing text in languages he had never been exposed 

to. In his book, Luria describes the abilities of ‘S’ as being related to synaesthesia, the 

experience of sensation in one sensory modality when presented with a stimulus in 

another (for example, smelling color). ‘S’ formed complex representations of 

meaningless symbols that bridged multiple modalities. A nonsense syllable might 

produce a sharply shaped cloud that tasted sour, for example. Refining these associative 
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abilities, he became a very successful mnemonist, able to retain a great deal more than he 

could without the techniques. Most surprising was that ‘S’ scored absolutely average on 

intelligence tests. While his abilities sound incredibly useful to anyone who has ever 

stood stammering while trying to recall a name or reference, this ability had its cost. The 

extent of his associations eventually left him unable to interact normally; for instance he 

once explained that he was unable to eat strawberry ice cream because the tone of the ice 

cream’s vendor left the taste of coal in his mouth. He spent the later portion of his life in 

an asylum. ‘S’ is an example of nearly perfect explicit association; each stimulus had 

such a rich sensory representation that he was able to form episodic memories that were 

very robust.  

A type of learning that is better studied and more common is that of conditioned 

association, often referred to as implicit since it does not require the subject to be aware 

of the association. Conditioning is studied in a wide variety of organisms from mollusks 

to fruit flies, rodents, monkeys and humans (Baer and Fuhrer, 1982; Mackintosh, 1983; 

Gallistel, 1990; Thompson and Krupa, 1994; Connolly et al., 1996; Eichenbaum, 1997; 

Pearce et al., 1997; Tully, 1998; Squire and Kandel, 1999; Kocorowski and Helmstetter, 

2001). This gives scientists a large number of tools to study how this association takes 

place. The most notable model used to study association is that of Pavlovian 

conditioning.  

 

1.1 Explicit and Implicit Aspects of Conditioning 

Pavlovian conditioning involves the association of a previously neutral stimulus, such 

as a bell, with a meaningful stimulus, such as food. Initially, the subject of study has a 
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reaction, such as salivation, to only the meaningful stimulus. Over time, the subject 

begins to respond to the previously neutral stimulus in the same way as the meaningful 

one. The subject has formed an association; he or she now begins salivating to the 

presence of the bell alone without food. In Pavlovian conditioning terms, the initially 

neutral stimulus (the bell) is referred to as the Conditioned Stimulus or CS. The initially 

meaningful stimulus (the food) is referred to as the Unconditioned Stimulus or US. 

This thesis examines the interaction between implicit and explicit learning. The 

simple association that takes place in most organisms is often described as implicit, 

occurring without any relationship to conscious knowledge (Manns et al., 2002). 

Learning a person’s name or associating two abstract concepts is described as explicit 

since it occurs, essentially by definition, with conscious knowledge.  

It is easy to understand how conditioning could be considered an implicit process; 

even the 302 neurons in the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans show learning in a large 

number of association paradigms (Rankin et al., 1990; Wen et al., 1997; Law et al., 

2004). With such a small number of neurons involved, it becomes more difficult to 

imagine that explicit knowledge is involved in the process.  

Although the differentiation between “explicit” and “implicit” has intuitive weight, 

what makes a particular learned relationship explicit? The study of a patient referred to as 

HM served as a means to split the two learning systems. HM’s case was first described 

by Scoville and Milner in 1957 (Scoville and Milner, 1957). HM was involved in an 

accident at a young age that eventually resulted in epilepsy. His condition was bad 

enough that the medial temporal lobes, including an area called the hippocampus, on both 

sides of his brain were removed. After the operation, HM was unable to form new 
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memories. He retained older memories, but was unable to recall what he had eaten for 

breakfast or what he had done yesterday. He could carry on a conversation as long as 

there weren’t too many changes of topic, and as long as it was less than a few minutes. 

While HM could not form any new explicit memories, his implicit learning remained 

intact. Over several days he learned to trace objects in a mirror without ever being able to 

report that he had tried the task before. He could learn new skills, motor associations, 

without any explicit knowledge. This finding has been generally interpreted to mean that 

explicit and implicit learning depend on two separate memory systems (Squire and 

Kandel, 1999). 

A set of experiments by Larry Squire and colleagues described a further dissociation 

between explicit and implicit learning using two different types of eye-blink 

conditioning. In eye-blink conditioning, a neutral stimulus, such as a tone (the CS), is 

paired with a puff of air to the eye, the US. As the experiment progresses, the subject 

learns to blink (non-consciously) at the appropriate time to protect their eye.  

Delay conditioning is an example of Pavlovian conditioning that has been described 

as occurring independently of awareness (Manns et al., 2002). For the association to be 

described as delay conditioning, the CS must precede the US, either overlapping with it 

or directly before it. It is called delay conditioning because the US presented is delayed 

with respect to the CS.  

Trace conditioning is an example of Pavlovian conditioning that is believed to occur 

only when the subject has acquired conscious knowledge (Clark and Squire, 1998). The 

difference between delay and trace conditioning is that in trace conditioning, the CS is 

separated in time from the US. It is called trace conditioning because the association of 
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the neutral (CS) and meaningful (US) stimulus requires that a memory trace of the CS be 

kept after the CS terminates in order to associate it with the US. In spite of its relative 

complexity, there is evidence that this type of learning occurs in the fruit fly Drosophila 

melanogaster (Tully and Quinn, 1985). 

There are many examples of explicit influences in implicit processes. Studies from as 

early as 1937 describe conditioning physiological responses using only verbal instruction 

(Cook and Harris, 1937); that is, the subject begins to respond to a previously neutral 

stimulus because of false instructions that say the stimulus may now be paired with a 

shock.  

 

1.2 Our Approach 

We sought to further examine the interactions between explicit and implicit processes 

in a classical conditioning paradigm. We chose to use a fear conditioning paradigm rather 

than an eye-blink conditioning paradigm because fear conditioning is well studied in a 

wide variety of organisms. Fear conditioning’s widespread use provided us not only with 

better information about the paradigm being studied, but also made model systems 

available where electrophysiology or lesion tools could be used. It was also clear that past 

work with rats could be reliably and quickly reproduced in mice, a model system our lab 

was interested in working with for the genetic tools available. The first section of this 

thesis was completed in collaboration with labs at Caltech (David Anderson and Henry 

Lester) and UCLA (Michael Fanselow). The aim of this collaboration was to design and 

perform experiments with the other labs in mind, making what was learned from studies 

of explicit learning in humans applicable to rodent systems, and what was learned from 
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lesion studies in rodents applicable to behavioral results with human subjects. Details of 

the collaboration are contained in the discussion. This thesis is organized in three main 

parts. 

 

Chapter 2 describes the effects of performing a working memory task during delay 

and trace conditioning. We reasoned that if trace conditioning depended on high level 

mental resources, such as working memory, then having subjects perform a working 

memory task during conditioning would eliminate trace conditioning, leaving delay 

unaffected. Instead, we discovered that the working memory task affected not only trace 

conditioning, but delay as well. These effects could be partially overcome by 

simplification of the protocol; for example, reducing the number of stimuli or providing 

the subject with information before the experiment. This study provides strong evidence 

of the influence that explicit processes have on implicit ones.  

 

Chapter 3 describes areas of the brain that are important for the acquisition of both 

explicit and implicit information. Subjects were aversively conditioned using both trace 

and delay protocols during fMRI acquisition. We also recorded skin conductance 

responses for use as a correlate of implicit learning, and shock expectancy responses as a 

correlate of explicit learning. Our analysis identified portions of the brain where 

hemodynamic responses correlated with both of these measures. Consistent with the 

result of Chapter 2, the middle frontal gyrus, an area associated with working memory 

performance, correlated with the accuracy of shock expectancy. We also found that the 

amygdala, hippocampus, and areas of visual cortex correlated with the implicit measure. 
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The identification of visual cortex as an area correlating with implicit learning led us to 

specifically examine the visual areas representing the CS.  

 

Chapter 4 describes an experiment assessing blood oxygenation changes in order to 

assess differences in the fusiform face area that occur as a result of delay conditioning to 

images of faces. These changes are consistent with an increase in the representation of 

the paired stimulus. They are also persistent beyond extinction of the conditioned 

association, indicating lasting changes in visual cortex that could continue to have effects 

on explicit responses well after any aversive response is removed. This study was also 

designed to show that the stimuli used in Chapter 2 caused similar changes in visual 

cortex. There was no substantial evidence indicating that this was true. Possible reasons 

for this are discussed in Chapter 4.  
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2 Working Memory and Fear Conditioning 
This work was published under the same title in 2003 (Carter et al., 2003). 

Constanze Hofstötter conducted the single cue trace uninformed 0-back experiment and 

all of the informed experiments. She was also involved in the analysis and write up. Her 

contributions in the writing process made the manuscript far better than it would have 

been otherwise. Naotsugu Tsuchiya conducted unpublished control experiments and was 

also involved in the analysis and write up. Christof Koch initiated the project and secured 

funding. His input in the early stages of the project (while we entered a field we had no 

experience in) was always very useful. He also advised on analysis procedures and made 

substantial contributions in the write up and review processes. Experiments and analysis 

were conducted at the California Institute of Technology. 

 

Here, we investigate the extent to which human classical fear conditioning depends 

on working memory.  

 

2.1 Introduction 
Pavlovian conditioning is widely used to study associative learning in species ranging 

from mollusks to flies, rodents, monkeys and humans (Baer and Fuhrer, 1982; 

Mackintosh, 1983; Gallistel, 1990; Thompson and Krupa, 1994; Connolly et al., 1996; 

Eichenbaum, 1997; Pearce et al., 1997; Tully, 1998; Squire and Kandel, 1999; 

Kocorowski and Helmstetter, 2001). This form of learning involves the association of an 

initially neutral stimulus, the conditioned stimulus (CS), with a correlated meaningful 

stimulus, the unconditioned stimulus (US). An unresolved question concerns the extent to 
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which certain forms of classical conditioning depend on higher-level cognitive processes 

including selective attention, working memory and awareness (Hilgard et al., 1937; 

Dawson and Furedy, 1976; Clark and Squire, 1998; Ohman and Soares, 1998; Carrillo et 

al., 2000; Knuttinen et al., 2001; Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). Eye-blink conditioning is 

an associative learning paradigm where the role of explicit knowledge / awareness is 

being investigated. The paradigm involves the association of an eye-blink (a somatic 

motor response) with previously meaningless stimuli (CS).  

Recent data showed that, in humans, associative trace conditioning of eye-blink 

responses requires awareness of the contingency between the CS (a tone) and the US (a 

puff of air to the eye), while this is not the case for delay conditioning (Clark and Squire, 

1998; Clark and Squire, 1999; Manns et al., 2000b, a). In delay conditioning, the start of 

the US is temporally contiguous with the CS, while in trace conditioning, an interval is 

interposed between the end of the CS and the start of the US. Distracting subjects by 

having them perform a secondary task (for example, a verbal shadowing task) during a 

trace procedure prevents conditioning. Furthermore, subjects’ ability to report the exact 

nature of the CS/US relationship (e.g., “I believe the tone came before the air puff”) is 

greatly impaired with concurrent distraction during trace conditioning. Conversely, 

associative delay eye-blink conditioning appears to be insensitive to distracters. Other 

experiments find that both trace and delay associative differential conditioning can be 

disrupted by tasks that demand sufficient attention, while this is not the case for single 

cue conditioning paradigms (Carrillo et al., 2000; Knuttinen et al., 2001). In single cue 

conditioning, only one CS is presented (paired with the US). In differential conditioning, 

two CSs are presented, one of which is correlated with US presentations (CS+), while the 
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other is not (CS-). 

We chose fear conditioning to replicate and extend these findings with human 

subjects on the basis of a conditioning protocol easily extendible to mice, animals for 

which well established molecular tools used for manipulating genetically identifiable cell 

populations are available. Fear conditioning differs from eye-blink conditioning in its 

underlying neuronal implementation, due in part to the fact that the association involves 

an autonomic, rather than a somatic, motor response. Fear conditioning is easy to 

establish in humans and rodents, is acquired in a fraction of the trials needed for eye-

blink conditioning and is tolerant to long trace periods, making it amenable to fMRI 

investigations (Buchel et al., 1998b; LaBar et al., 1998; Buchel et al., 1999; Knight et al., 

1999). Finally, the neural circuits underlying fear conditioning, particularly the lateral 

nucleus of the amygdala, hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, are being vigorously 

explored (Fendt and Fanselow, 1999; Medina et al., 2002). We use transient elevations in 

skin conductance (skin conductance response or SCR) as our measure of autonomic 

arousal when testing responses to auditory stimuli that have been previously paired with a 

shock. At the same time, we distract our subjects with tasks of variable working memory 

load. There were parallel efforts to reproduce selected aspects of this work in mice (Han 

et al., 2003).  

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Equipment 
Conditioning stimuli were presented and SCRs were recorded using equipment from 

Contact Precision Instruments (www.psylab.com), controlled by Psylab software. Silver/ 
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Silver Chloride electrodes filled with Med Associates paste TD-246 were used for shock 

presentation and recording skin conductance. CS presentations were mixed into stereo 

headphones. Distracting tasks were written in Matlab (Mathworks) utilizing the 

Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). Analysis was carried out using programs 

written in Matlab as well as SPSS 10.  

 

2.2.2 Subjects 
Subjects were recruited from Caltech and were paid 20 dollars for their participation, 

based on informed consent. Their age ranged from 18-31 with a mean of 21 years. The 

following differential conditioning groups consisted of six subjects each: (i) delay no 

task, (ii) delay 1-back, (iii) delay 2-back (iv) trace no task, (v) trace 1-back, (vi) trace 2-

back. The following single cue conditioning groups consisted of four subjects each: (i) 

delay no task, (ii) delay 2-back, (iii) uninformed trace no task, (iv) uninformed trace 0-

back, (v) uninformed trace 2-back, (vi) informed trace no task, (vii) informed trace 0-

back, (viii) informed trace 2-back.  

 

2.2.3 Procedure 
Skin conductance electrodes were attached to the palmar surface of the first and second 

fingers of the non-dominant hand. Shocking electrodes were attached to the palmar 

surface of the third and fourth fingers of the dominant hand. Each individual’s shock 

level was determined using a subjective rating protocol that sought a level that was 

“uncomfortable but not painful”. This shock level was used throughout the experiment. 

After determining their shock level, subjects completed task training, the third of 
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three sessions of approximately five minutes each to ensure the subject had reached 

plateau performance. Prior to conditioning, subjects were read instructions asking them to 

focus on either their visual task or the wall in front of them. Naïve subjects had no 

previous specific knowledge of the experiment except that it was a “...learning and 

memory experiment that involves electric shocks.” Subjects in the informed groups were 

read instructions that explicitly stated that an “electric shock shortly follows most 

presentations of a tone” and that “the tone generally predicts the occurrence of the 

electric shock.” They were asked to confirm verbally that they “understand that the tone 

usually predicts the occurrence of the electric shock.” Subjects were given a post-

experimental questionnaire to assess their knowledge of the CS/US relationship (Clark 

and Squire, 1998) and were debriefed. The questionnaire for differential conditioning 

included 17 questions to assess the subject’s explicit knowledge of stimulus relationships. 

Subjects were not allowed to correct previous answers. The awareness index is a number 

between 0 and 17, corresponding to the number of correct responses. The higher the 

index, the more detailed the subject’s ability to recall the presence or absence of a 

contingency relationship between stimuli. 

The informed consent procedure was reviewed and approved by the Caltech 

committee for the protection of human subjects. 

 

2.2.4 Conditioning Stimuli (Figure 2-1A) 
The US used in these experiments was a 0.25 second long, constant 60 Hz AC shock, the 

amplitude of which was determined by each subject. During differential conditioning, the 

CS+ and CS- were balanced between a 2 kHz tone (83 dB) and white noise (72 dB) and 
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were always 1 second in length. The 2 kHz tone was always used as the CS+ during 

single cue conditioning. During delay conditioning, reinforced CS+ presentations 

coterminated with the US. Reinforced CS+ presentations during trace conditioning were 

followed by a shock 4 seconds after the CS+ onset, leaving a 3 second trace period. 

 

2.2.5 Experimental Phases (Figure 2-1B) 
The learning procedure consisted of three phases: habituation, acquisition and extinction. 

In the first phase, habituation, subjects received two presentations of the CS+ and two of 

the CS-, in that order, to familiarize them with both stimuli. During acquisition, subjects 

received 24 CS+ and 24 CS- presentations, a total of 48 trials. Twenty of the 24 CS+ 

presentations were reinforced with a US, while four were not reinforced to allow for 

conditioning assessment. These four stimuli were positioned by randomly removing the 

US following one of the six CS+ presentations in each of the four blocks of 12 trials (six 

CS+, six CS-) during acquisition (excluding the first two CS+/US pairings in the 

experiment). During the extinction phase, subjects received twelve nonreinforced CS+ 

and twelve CS- presentations. CS+/CS- presentations occurred in random order with the 

limiting factors being a) that no more than two presentations of a specific CS occurred in 

a row and b) six of each occurred in each block of twelve trials. Intertrial intervals were 

uniformly distributed from 15-25 seconds.  

Single cue conditioning experiments were performed in a similar fashion using a 

phantom CS-, a marked period of time that had no actual stimuli instead of an explicitly 

unpaired stimulus. The analysis protocol for single cue conditioning was analogous to the 

differential protocol using these phantom CSs-. When compared to a US only control 
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method, our procedure has the disadvantage of not controlling for unassociated stimulus 

SCR; however, it also has several advantages. It allows a comparison within subjects, a 

more effective means of detecting conditioning. This method also avoids the pitfalls of 

using a US only protocol where the US/CS- relationship is randomized or explicitly 

unpaired. The former may be associated with elevated CS- responses due to a generally 

elevated anxiety level. The latter tests the subject’s ability to learn the anticorrelated 

relationship between the CS and US to enable suppression of the aforementioned general 

anxiety. It should be noted that our results show that working memory tasks interfere 

with our single cue trace conditioning protocol, adding validity to the idea that using the 

phantom CS- allows for accurate and sensitive detection of conditioning. 

 

2.2.6 Distracting Tasks (Figure 2-1C) 
To confirm that the conditioning protocols were effective, one group of subjects was 

excluded from performing a task (i.e. for each procedure they simply stared at the wall). 

The degree to which conditioning depends on working memory was assessed by asking a 

group of subjects to perform an n-back memory task during a conditioning procedure. 

Subjects had to press a key every time a given number appeared (0-back), when the 

present number matched the one before it (1-back), or whenever it was identical to the 

one before the previous (2-back). Only single cue trace subjects were asked to perform 

the 0-back task. The 0-back task involves the same input and the same motor output, 

including frequency of response, as the 1 and 2-back tasks, but is only minimally 

dependent on working memory.  

The numeral 1, 2, 3 or 4 appeared at a constant rate that, for a 2-back task, was 
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adjusted for each subject to achieve a performance of approximately 85%. The mean rate 

of 2-back presentation was 1 Hz for differential subjects (88% correct), 1.33 Hz for 

uninformed single cue subjects (84% correct), and 1.2 Hz for informed single cue 

subjects (85% correct). All 1-back and 0-back tasks were performed at a presentation rate 

of 1.33 Hz. The mean performance for subjects focusing on the 1-back task was 93.5%. 

The mean task performance for single cue subjects in the 0-back group was 98% for 

uninformed subjects and 99% for informed subjects. 

2.2.7 Analysis of SCR 
A skin conductance response was measured as the maximal amplitude difference of more 

than 10 nS that occurred in a 1 to 4 second window after the delay CS onset, or in a 1 to 7 

second window following the trace CS onset. Valid responses were range corrected by 

the largest amplitude response for each subject (Lykken, 1972). When there was no 

response, a zero-amplitude response was included in the analysis.  

Habituation analysis was performed for differential conditioning using a paired t-

test and a normalized ANOVA. No significant SCR differences were observed between 

the CSs, with one exception. Only the differential delay group performing no task 

showed an SCR difference (p<0.05) using the normalized ANOVA. However, no 

difference was observed using the paired t-test. The discrepancy between these statistical 

tests, the robustness of the conditioning for this group and the biased presentation order 

of the CSs lead us to regard this difference as inconsequential.  

All CS+ presentations were compared to adjacent CS- presentations. During 

acquisition, when there were two adjacent CS- presentations available for comparison to 

a CS+, one was chosen at random.  
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Reported ‘p’ values for conditioning were ranked F-statistics for bootstrapped 

ANOVAs (105 re-samples per test). Four other tests were performed for confirmation: 

ranked F-statistics for a permuted ANOVA (105 re-samples); a square root corrected 

ANOVA; a permutation test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1998) (105 re-samples); and a paired 

t-test (averaging each trial across subjects). These confirmation statistics yielded similar 

results, with the exceptions noted below. Differential awareness correlations used a least 

squares fit. Analysis of main factors and interactions were performed using the GLM 

univariate ANOVA in SPSS (v10, Macintosh). These tests utilized the mean CS+, CS- 

difference for each subject.  

 

2.2.8 Trial Effects 
Trial effects were analyzed overall for acquisition and extinction phases of the 

experiment to assess the possible presence of consistent trends, such as a gamblers fallacy 

effect. Whether or not conditioning has occurred is assessed by comparing the results of 

the habituation analysis to the results of the acquisition/extinction phases of the 

experiment. In general, no CS+ / CS- (or phantom CS-) difference is present during 

habituation. There is a significant difference (p<0.05) between CS+ and CS- (or phantom 

CS-) responses during acquisition and extinction when conditioning has occurred. 

Learning is then assessed by the presence of this difference (reported in the results 

below). 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Differential Conditioning 
No task Differential conditioning relationships were first established for trace and 

delay paradigms, using six subjects per group who were not asked to perform any task 

during conditioning. The delay group (Figure 2-2A) shows larger SCRs to the CS+ test 

trials than to adjacent CS- presentations (p<0.001). The same is true of SCRs during trace 

conditioning (Figure 2-2B, p<0.001 paired t-test p<0.01). No significant trial effects are 

present in either group. Thus, trace and delay differential protocols are suffcient to 

produce conditioning when performed alone, without distraction.  

Concurrent distracting task  The n-back working memory task served as a 

distraction from the concurrently performed conditioning protocol. When six subjects 

performed the 1-back working memory task during differential delay conditioning 

(Figure 2-2C), there is a statistically significant difference between responses to CS+ and 

CS- during conditioning (p<0.01). However, when a 1-back working memory task was 

performed by six subjects during differential trace conditioning, there is no significant 

difference between SCRs to CS+ and SCRs to CS- (Figure 2-2D). When subjects carried 

out the 2-back task, there is no significant difference between responses to CS+ and CS- 

for either delay (n=6) or trace (n=6) conditioning (Figure 2-2E, F). No significant trial 

effects are present.  

Differential main effects A univariate ANOVA using the mean CS+/CS- differences 

for each subject showed that both the delay/trace difference and task level were 

significant main effects (p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively). The delay/trace by task 

interaction was not significant, but may have been lost in the floor effect between 

differential trace 1-back and differential trace 2-back. 
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2.3.2 Awareness of CS/US Contingency  
Correlations between awareness and CS+/CS- amplitude differences  There is a 

positive correlation between the awareness index and strength of conditioning (mean 

[CS+ - CS-]) during extinction for the 18 subjects carrying out the differential trace 

learning procedure (Figure 2-3). The correlation has an adjusted r2 value of 0.334 

(Pearson coeff. = 0.611, p < 0.01). No significant correlations between contingency 

awareness and CS+/CS- difference are present for trace acquisition, or for either 

acquisition or extinction during delay conditioning. 

Differential conditioning task interference  The twelve subjects who were not 

performing a task during differential conditioning (six delay, six trace) have an average 

awareness index of 15.2 (maximum 17). Twenty-four subjects who were performing a 

task during differential conditioning (trace and delay, 1-back and 2-back, six subjects in 

each combination of conditions) have an average index of 13.4. A univariate ANOVA 

utilizing the awareness questionnaire score to test factors that influence awareness show 

significant main effects for both task (p<0.05) and delay/trace (delay mean = 14.8, trace 

mean = 13.2, p<0.05) with no significant interaction. In summary, both the addition of a 

task and the addition of a short trace interval reduce the subject’s ability to report the 

CS/US contingency relationship in a post-experimental questionnaire. 

2.3.3 Single Cue Conditioning 
No task Single cue conditioning relationships were established in a group of four 

delay subjects and four trace subjects who did not perform any distracting task during the 

conditioning protocol. Both groups (Figure 2-4A and B respectively, n=4 each) show 
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significant differences between CS+ test trials and adjacent phantom CS- presentations 

(p<0.001). No significant trial effects are present. 

Concurrent distracting task  A group of four single cue delay subjects and a group of 

four single cue trace subjects were asked to focus on the 2-back working memory task 

during conditioning (Figure 2-4C and D respectively). The subjects that carried out the 2-

back task during single cue delay conditioning show greater SCRs to CS+ test trials than 

to phantom CS- trials (p<0.001). The 4 subjects performing the same 2-back task during 

a trace conditioning protocol show no significant conditioning for the experiment. No 

significant trial effects are present. While the 2-back task interferes with single cue trace 

and differential delay conditioning (Figure 2-2E), there is still a significant CS difference 

in single cue delay conditioning during the 2-back task. 

Uninformed 0-back task A group of four subjects had to signal whenever a 

particular number appeared on the screen (0-back) during the single cue trace 

conditioning procedure (Figure 2-5A). There is no statistically significant difference 

between responses to the CS+ and the phantom CS- for this group. No significant trial 

effects are present. Although the 0-back task is a simple signal-detection task, there is no 

significant CS difference during single cue trace conditioning.  

Informed subjects  For the group of four informed subjects not distracted by any 

additional task (Figure 2-5B), and for the four performing the 0-back task (Figure 2-5C), 

there are significant differences between responses to the CS+ and the phantom CS- 

during single cue trace conditioning (p<0.001). However, for the group of four informed 

subjects performing the 2-back task (Figure 2-5D), there are no significant differences 

between responses to the CS+ and the phantom CS-. No significant trial effects are 
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present in any group. Prior explicit knowledge of the stimulus contingency facilitates, but 

does not guarantee, single cue trace conditioning. 

 

2.4 Discussion 
It is generally held in both eye-blink and fear conditioning that acquired trace and delay 

CS/US associations are distinct forms of learning. While the key difference between the 

two is the interposition of a temporal gap between the end of the CS and the start of the 

US, they involve different neural circuits and obey different regularities. For instance, 

acquisition of trace but not delay conditioning is critically dependent on hippocampus 

and certain prefrontal structures (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Phillips and LeDoux, 1992; 

Maren et al., 1997; Weible et al., 2000; McLaughlin et al., 2002; Quinn et al., 2002) . In 

addition, Clark and Squire (Clark and Squire, 1998) showed that differential trace eye 

blink conditioning depends on CS/US contingency awareness, while this is not the case 

for delay conditioning (see also (Manns et al., 2000a; Clark et al., 2001; Manns et al., 

2002)). This claim has been challenged. For example, Carrillo, Gabrieli and Disterhoft 

(Carrillo et al., 2000) demonstrated that not only single cue delay, but also single cue 

trace conditioning, was unaffected by division of attention. They used a dual-task 

paradigm to study the ability of subjects to acquire eye blink conditioning while their 

attention is concurrently engaged by watching a silent movie or verbal shadowing. 

Differential delay conditioning is, however, affected by the division of attention. 

Therefore, Carrillo and colleagues argue that the additional attentional demands imposed 

by the need to discriminate CS+ from CS- prevent delay conditioning from occurring 

when subjects have to perform a second task (see also (Mayer and Ross, 1969; Knuttinen 
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et al., 2001), and above results).  

In this paper, we present experiments on fear conditioning. Fear conditioning 

differs from eye-blink conditioning in that it is dependent on the amygdala for both delay 

and trace conditioning, while eye-blink conditioning shows a similar pattern of 

dependence on the cerebellum (Medina et al., 2002). Our experimental paradigm involves 

association between tones or noises as CSs and electric shocks as USs. As a measure of 

autonomic conditioning, we utilize increases in skin conductance in a comparatively 

young population (college students). We choose fear conditioning since it can easily be 

adapted to rodents, allowing the use of molecular and genetic tools to study the 

underlying neuronal substrates of conditioning. 

The general pattern of our findings is that the extent of associative autonomic 

conditioning depends on the cognitive load involved. The larger the demand on the 

system, the less conditioning occurs. We use the mean CS+, CS- difference for each 

group as a measure of strength of conditioning. This measure of conditioning is plotted in 

Figure 2-6 for each of our experiments. Figure 2-6 A, B, and C represent the transition 

from uninformed differential (A) to uninformed single cue (B, removing the second 

anticorrelated CS) and then the addition of explicit knowledge of the CS+/US 

relationship in the informed single cue condition (C). Task diffculty increases from left to 

right on the horizontal axis. The axis into the plane of the paper separates the trace and 

delay groups by the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the CS+ and US (Trace 

SOA = 4 sec, Delay SOA = 0.75 sec). Moving in Figure 2-6 from bottom to top (panel C 

to A), from right to left, or out of the plane of the paper all result in an increase in overall 

conditioning complexity for the subject. A decrease in conditioning with any difference 
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from the simplest protocol supports the hypothesis that as conditioning complexity 

increases, the amplitude/probability of conditioning decreases. This is reflected in a 

univariate ANOVA where the main effects single/differential, delay/trace, task level, and 

informed/uninformed effects are all significant. The only significant interaction is 

between single/differential and delay/trace. The lack of a significant delay/trace task 

effect could be due to a floor effect, because the conditioning amplitude has reached zero 

for trace conditioning protocols in the first level, where a concurrent task has been added. 

We are not making any claims about the uniqueness of this representation. Others are 

possible and might prove advantageous.  

It should be noted that Figure 2-6 is compatible with the existence of secondary 

tasks that do not interfere with trace conditioning in naïve subjects. A similar plot might 

also prove beneficial in summarizing the eye blink conditioning literature.  

In Figure 2-6, there are several interesting points to note. First, similar to results 

shown by others in eye-blink conditioning (Mayer and Ross, 1969; Carrillo et al., 2000; 

Knuttinen et al., 2001), differential delay conditioning is susceptible to interference tasks. 

Second, it should be noted that although reduced, single cue delay conditioning still 

occurred during the diffcult 2-back task. Third, all of the distracting tasks tested so far 

interfere with the trace fear conditioning protocol in our naïve subject pool. This is even 

the case for the 0-back task under single cue trace conditioning, a simple signal detection 

task—pressing a button whenever the target appeared in a string of numbers—with 

minimal attentional and working memory demands (subjects only had to remember a 

single target number during the 20 minute conditioning procedure). Fourth, it is only 

when we briefed subjects ahead of time about the nature of the experiment that we could 
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reliably induce trace conditioning under a 0-back task. We conjecture that this focused 

their attention onto the CS/US relationship and boosted learning. 

The evaluation of the post-experimental questionnaire showed a correlation 

(r2=0.395) between differential trace subjects’ awareness scores and conditioning during 

the extinction phase. We found no significant correlation in the acquisition phase, nor did 

we find a correlation for either phase of delay conditioning. The correlation found 

establishes a link between explicit knowledge of the CS/US relationship and the 

expression of trace fear conditioning during extinction. It is different from the explicit 

knowledge/conditioning correlations reported in (Clark and Squire, 1998), because our 

correlation occurs in fear conditioning and is true for the extinction phase as opposed to 

acquisition. A challenge for the future will be to develop on-line measures of CS/US 

contingency awareness (LaBar and Disterhoft, 1998; Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). 

One might expect that subjects who are aware of the stimulus contingency would 

show a gambler’s fallacy effect where the differential response amplitude during 

extinction phase increases for a number of extinction trials. Such a pattern was reported 

during eye blink conditioning (Clark et al., 2001). We failed to find any significant trend 

in response slope. In fact, it is likely that if higher awareness scores cause stronger 

conditioning, this may lead to more than one response strategy (for example, higher 

initial responses with rapid extinction or gambler’s fallacy). Our results also show a 

reduction in awareness in those groups who were performing a task compared to the no 

task controls. 

Two possible non-exclusive explanations for our results are the following. One, 

explicit knowledge of the CS/US relationship is necessary for the expression of more 
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complex types of conditioning. When that explicit knowledge cannot be acquired, 

conditioning cannot be established. This is supported by the fact that task performance 

reduces both the awareness index and the efficacy of differential conditioning. In 

addition, explicit prior knowledge of the CS/US relationship compensates for some of the 

interference in single cue trace conditioning caused by concurrent task performance. 

Two, it is possible that concurrent task performance suppresses amygdala activity and 

subsequently suppresses the establishment of a conditioned fear response. Medial 

prefrontal cortex stimulation in rodents shows suppression of the basolateral complex of 

the amygdala (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001). Furthermore, the n-back task shows an 

increased fMRI BOLD signal in human prefrontal areas that could be linked to 

suppression of normal brain activity under adverse conditions (Pochon et al., 2002). 

Either of these observations could explain fear conditioning interference by concurrent 

task performance.  

We find it surprising that the working memory task has such a strong effect on 

both delay and trace conditioning. In the next chapter, we seek to identify areas of the 

brain that correlate with explicit and implicit learning during conditioning using fMRI. 

We hypothesize that the brain areas that correlate with explicit learning will be in the 

same prefrontal regions that are active during working memory tasks. 
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2.5 Figures and Legends 
Figure 2-1 

 

Figure 2-1 A) Delay conditioning consisted of a 0.25 second long electric shock that 

overlapped and co-terminated with the 1 second long CS+ (tone or noise). In trace 

conditioning, the CS+ was followed 3 second later by the US. B) The conditioning 

protocol consisted of three phases (habituation, acquisition and extinction). C) Distraction 

tasks and conditioning procedures were performed concurrently. During a 0-back task, 

the subject pressed a key (marked by an X) whenever a predetermined number appeared 

(4 in this case). During a 1 or 2-back task the subject pressed a key whenever the number 

matched the one before it or the one before the previous one, respectively. 
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Figure 2-2 

 

Figure 2-2 Mean range corrected SCRs to CS presentations for each trial. Thirty-six 

subjects (6 per group) participated in either the differential delay (A, C or E) or trace (B, 

D, or F) learning procedure without any task or while being distracted by a 1-back or a 2-

back task. Mean range corrected SCRs to CS+ are shown in solid lines with cross 

markers. Mean range corrected SCRs to CS- are indicated by dashed lines with circles. 

Significant conditioning exists during the delay procedure with no concurrent task and 

while performing the 1-back task. Only under no task conditions did we find significant 

trace conditioning. The vertical line marks the last test trial during the acquisition phase. 
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Figure 2-3 

 

Figure 2-3 Scatter plot of mean range corrected differences between CS+ and CS- and the 

subject’s awareness index. During differential trace extinction (Fig. 2B, D, and F; trial 5-

16) subjects show a linearly increasing relationship between average amplitude of 

response difference and post-experimental questionnaire score (adjusted r2 = 0.334, 

Pearson coeff. = 0.611, p < 0.01, n= 18). Subjects show no significant correlation 

between conditioning (average range corrected CS+ -CS-) and awareness index during 

differential trace acquisition, differential delay acquisition or differential delay extinction. 
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Figure 2-4 

 

Figure 2-4 Mean range corrected SCRs to CS presentations for each trial. Sixteen 

subjects (4 per group) participated in either single cue delay (A or C) or trace (B or D) 

conditioning without any distraction or while carrying out a 2-back task. Mean range 

corrected SCRs to CS+ are shown in solid lines with cross markers. Mean range 

corrected SCRs to marked phantom CS- time points are indicated by dashed lines with 

circles. Significant conditioning exists for delay conditioning with no concurrent task and 

while performing the 2-back task. Significant trace conditioning is present only while no 

task was performed. The vertical line marks the last test trial presented during 

acquisition. 
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Figure 2-5 

 

Figure 2-5 Mean range corrected SCRs to CS presentations for each trial. Sixteen 

subjects (4 per group) participated in either informed or uninformed single cue trace 

conditioning without being distracted (no task), or while carrying out a 0-back or a 2-

back task. Mean range corrected SCRs to CS+ are shown in solid lines with cross 

markers. Mean range corrected SCRs to marked phantom CS- time points are indicated 

by dashed lines with circles. Significant conditioning is present for informed trace 

conditioning while subjects performed no task or a 0-back task. Significant uninformed 

trace conditioning is only present without a concurrent task (Figure 2-2B). The vertical 

line marks the last test trial presented during acquisition. 
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Figure 2-6 

 

Figure 2-6 Summary of our data plotted in a 3-D space capturing the contingencies of our 

protocol. The vertical axis marks the group average for each subject’s average range 

corrected and normalized CS+, CS- difference. The horizontal axis marks the task 

difficulty. The axis into the plane of the paper marks the group as trace or delay using the 

difference in CS/US onset (SOA) in seconds. In addition, the line for trace is hatched 

while the line for the delay group is solid. "**" indicates significant conditioning at 

p<0.01. Areas of the lines that are not filled in are meant to assist the stability of the 

figure, not to imply any prediction about the magnitude of conditioning in that area. A) 

Mean group differences for differential subjects. B) Mean group differences for 

uninformed single cue subjects. C) Mean group differences for single cue informed 

subjects. Our results indicate that the higher the cognitive load, the smaller the CS+/CS- 

difference. 
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3 The Neural Correlates of Implicit and Explicit 
Processes in Conditioning 

Portions of this work were published as “Contingency Awareness in Human Aversive 

Conditioning Involves the Middle Frontal Gyrus” in 2006 (Carter et al., 2006). The 

authors were: Ronald McKell Carter, John P. O’Doherty, Ben Seymour, Christof Koch 

and Raymond J. Dolan. John O’Doherty served as a very knowledgeable teacher; he was 

involved in the experimental design, fMRI sequence choice and all data collection. He 

introduced me to SPM and provided base code to make the analysis easier, then 

continued to follow up with ideas to improve our analysis. He also helped arrange my 

visit to UCL and was a part of extensive manuscript review. Ben Seymour aided in the 

experimental design, was a great help in getting the electrical stimulation equipment, 

stimulation code and IRB protocols in place, helped in preparing subjects and data 

collection, and completed extensive manuscript reviews. He was also the artist behind the 

abstract images we used. Christof Koch and Raymond J. Dolan not only found funding to 

make the project possible and initiated the collaboration, but were also involved in the 

design of the experimental procedure and statistical analysis as well as extensive 

manuscript review. Experiments and some of the analysis were conducted at the 

Functional Imaging Laboratories at University College London.  

 

We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to track the trial by trial 

acquisition of explicit and implicit knowledge in a concurrent trace and delay 

conditioning paradigm.  
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3.1 Introduction  

Learning about aversive stimuli in the environment is necessary for an organism’s 

success. One of the simplest and best studied mechanisms by which this is realized is 

classical conditioning, whereby a predictive association is learned between a neutral 

stimulus (the conditioned stimulus or CS) and a biologically meaningful signal (the 

unconditioned stimulus or US) (Pavlov, 1906; Cook and Harris, 1937; Wilensky et al., 

1999; Buchel and Dolan, 2000; Maren, 2001; Clark et al., 2002; LeDoux, 2003; Maren 

and Quirk, 2004). Typically, after repeated pairings of CS and US, the CS comes to elicit 

a response that is appropriate to the anticipated US. In aversive conditioning, this 

conditioned response (CR) will often be a change in heart rate or skin conductance, and is 

taken as an implicit measure of successful conditioning in experimental studies. 

However, it is also possible to become consciously aware of the predictive contingency 

between CS and US, a phenomenon referred to as contingency awareness. An individual 

can acquire both implicit associations and contingency awareness or either may be 

acquired independently (Bechara et al., 1995), indicating some degree of dissociation 

between the two systems. Currently, a major question in conditioning (and 

consciousness) research is the extent, and mechanism, of contingency awareness effects 

in conditioning (Hilgard et al., 1937; Cole, 1939; Dawson and Furedy, 1976; Lovibond 

and Shanks, 2002; Wiens and Ohman, 2002; Olsson and Phelps, 2004). A better 

understanding of contingency awareness and how it can facilitate or inhibit implicit 

associations is critical for a rational treatment of phobias, placebo effects and anxiety 

disorders (Grillon, 2002; Quirk and Gehlert, 2003; Colloca and Benedetti, 2005).  
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The acquisition of contingency awareness and its interaction with conditioning 

differs across conditioning protocols (Clark and Squire, 1998; Ohman and Soares, 1998; 

Knuttinen et al., 2001; Han et al., 2003). For instance, in trace conditioning, in which 

there is temporal separation between CS and US, contingency awareness has been shown 

to positively correlate with the amplitude of conditioned responses (Clark and Squire, 

1998). Those subjects in a trace conditioning experiment who do not display contingency 

knowledge fail to be trace conditioned. By contrast, in delay conditioning, in which there 

is no separation between the CS and US, no correlation between contingency awareness 

and successful conditioning has been observed; either can be acquired in the absence of 

the other. However, the simplicity of the delay protocol often results in immediate 

acquisition of explicit knowledge, making separation of explicit from implicit processes 

difficult using a delay paradigm alone.  

In this study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify 

brain regions that were specifically related to the explicit acquisition of contingency 

awareness during both delay and trace conditioning, independent of individual protocols. 

We simultaneously conditioned human subjects to predict an aversive electrical stimulus 

(US) from arbitrary visual cues (CS) with concurrent delay and trace protocols (see 

Figure 3-1a/b). The use of simultaneous conditioning allowed us to identify brain 

responses specifically correlated with contingency awareness and distinct from responses 

associated with measures of implicit knowledge. To assess contingency awareness, 

subjects reported their shock expectancy on each trial (Figure 3-1c/d), and in addition 

filled out a post-experimental questionnaire. These measures were then used to identify 

brain responses that correlated with accurate contingency awareness. We predicted that 
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activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and hippocampus would correlate with these 

measures of explicit knowledge based on evidence that these structures are involved in 

working memory (Leung et al., 2002), memory formation (Fanselow, 2000) and 

revaluation (Corlett et al., 2004), as well as from lesion studies of trace conditioning 

deficits (Compton et al., 1997; Clark and Squire, 1998; Kronforst-Collins and Disterhoft, 

1998; McEchron et al., 1998). In addition, we identified those regions that correlated with 

an implicit measure of learning, differential skin conductance responses. Consistent with 

previous work, we found that the amygdala correlated with implicit learning as measured 

by skin conductance changes. Surprisingly, changes in skin conductance were also a good 

predictor of activity in visual cortex and the hippocampus. 

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Participants 

We recruited sixteen healthy right-handed subjects. Two were excluded: one because of 

excessive movement-related artifact precluding image analysis, and another subject who 

did not have at least one significant skin conductance response (SCR) for each trial type, 

precluding study of the time course of learning. The remaining subjects are reported in 

the analysis: 9 male and 5 female, age range 19-31 (mean 24.7). All subjects gave prior 

informed consent. This study was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the 

National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, UK (UCLH NHS Trust) and the 

Human Subject Committee at the California Institute of Technology, USA. 
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3.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
We performed concurrent trace and delay Pavlovian conditioning. The CSs were abstract 

colored images (see Figure 3-1a) presented for 2 seconds and the US was a 1second 

electrical stimulus (see below). The study comprised 160 individual trials involving four 

separate CSs (each presented 40 times). One of the images acted as the trace conditioning 

cue (trace CS), which was followed on 50% of occasions by the US after a 3 second trace 

interval. Another image acted as the delay conditioning cue (delay CS), followed on 50% 

of occasions by the US, with a 0.5 second overlap between the end of the CS and the start 

of the US. The remaining two images acted as neutral cues (CS-), never followed by the 

US. Images were counter-balanced across conditions between subjects. Presentations of 

the CSs were arranged randomly, such that two of each CS type appeared in a block of 

eight. The delay and trace CS were each reinforced once in every block of eight trials. 

Trials were triggered on the nearest slice using a pseudo-randomized inter-trial onset 

asynchrony of 8, 9.25, 10.5, or 12 seconds. Presentation of stimuli and timing were 

controlled using Cogent 2000 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute 

of Neurology, London, UK). 

 

3.2.3 Online Subject Reports of Contingency Awareness 
Subjects reported US (electric shock) expectancy for each trial by pressing one of three 

keys with their right hand. This was performed as quickly as possible following the 

presentation of each CS. One key indicated that a shock was expected, the second key 

indicated that the subject didn’t know whether or not a shock was expected, and the third 

indicated that no shock was expected. Prior to conditioning, subjects practiced the 

procedure on a set of abstract images not used in the experiment. At no point before the 
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experiment were participants explicitly informed about any relationship between the 

images (CSs) and shock (US). Failures to respond or responses where latencies exceeded 

1.5 seconds were scored as “don’t know”.  

 

3.2.4 Post-Experimental Questionnaire 
Following scanning, subjects were given a post-experimental questionnaire similar to that 

used by Clark and Squire (Clark and Squire, 1998). The questionnaire assessed their 

knowledge of the CS/US contingency relationships for both delay and trace protocols 

(see supplementary material). Subjects rated each statement on a 7 point scale ranging 

from “not true” through “don’t know” to “true”, capturing their degree of confidence. A 

response that was both accurate and very confident received a score of +3 and a response 

that was inaccurate and very confident received a score of -3, with all other responses 

falling on a scale between these limits. Scores for each subject were then totaled, giving a 

potential range of -48 to +48 for each protocol. More positive scores reflect greater 

contingency awareness.  

 

3.2.5 Unconditioned Stimuli 
The pain specific shock was delivered to the top of the right foot using a 100Hz train of 

square-waveform electrical pulses for 1 second, via a bipolar concentric surface electrode 

(stimulation area 20 mm2), which selectively depolarizes A delta fibers (Kaube et al., 

2000). This custom built concentric electrode was designed to limit activation to fast 

acting fibers and reduce any possibility of muscle stimulation. The electrical stimulus 

was delivered via an optically isolated unit with a range of 0-12mA. Current levels were 
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chosen for each subject before the experiment, starting at a low level and using an 

ascending rating method where the current amplitude was raised until the subject gave a 

rating of 9 on a scale of 1-10, where 1 indicated the subject could barely feel the shock 

and 10 indicated the shock was too uncomfortable to be used in the experiment.  

 

3.2.6 Online Measure of SCR 
Skin conductance data was collected at a minimum of 100Hz, and was aligned to the first 

slice pulse where scanning had started. Data collected at a rate higher than 100Hz was 

first down-sampled to that frequency. Before analysis, all skin conductance data was 

median filtered to reduce noise. Skin conductance responses (SCRs) were defined as the 

maximum amplitude response initiated no earlier than 1second with a peak no later than 

5seconds after the CS onset. SCR amplitudes were range corrected by the maximum 

response for that subject (Lykken, 1972). A two-tailed, single sample t-test across 

subjects (n=14) showed a significant difference between the mean nonreinforced CS+ 

response and the mean CS- response for both delay (P<0.01) and trace (P<0.01) 

conditioning.  

 

3.2.7 fMRI 
Forty-four slice whole brain tilted axial BOLD images were acquired in a 3 Tesla 

Siemens Allegra scanner using a gradient-echo EPI sequence (Deichmann et al., 2003), at 

a within plane resolution of 3mm (TR = 2.86secs). A total of 565 images were acquired, 

including five saturation scans which were later discarded. After the completion of the 

experiment, a T1 weighted anatomical scan was obtained for each subject. 
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 Functional image analysis was performed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of 

Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Prior to analysis, all 

functional images were realigned, slice time acquisition corrected, normalized to the MNI 

EPI template and smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (8mm FWHM including contrast 

image smoothing). Individual subject models were then constructed and random effects 

analysis conducted as noted below. Each trial was modeled in two segments: first, an 

initial event-related response to each CS presentation, and second, a 3second period 

following image termination. This was done for both trace and delay conditioning to 

ensure that correlations between the stimulus event and trace period models were treated 

similarly. Trace period regressors were orthogonalized with respect to their event-related 

CS onset equivalents to minimize any contamination of the trace period response by the 

CS onset response. Only results for the CS onset event responses are reported here.  

The acquisitions of both conditioning and contingency awareness were modeled 

as a parametric modulation (Buchel et al., 1998a) of responses to a CS presentation 

(indexed by skin conductance and US expectancy respectively). In testing for brain 

activity that correlated with learning, we examined BOLD responses specific to the CS 

by performing a conjunction analysis (Friston et al., 1999). This technique identifies only 

those regions that show significant activation across the included conditions. Statistically, 

a conjunction analysis is identical to performing an F test with the constraint that the 

individual effects are positive. For all reported results, we identified regions whose 

activity reflected learning for both delay and trace conditioning during all CS+ trials 

(reinforced and nonreinforced). This provides a general measure of learned response 

differences specific to a CS presentation, leaving aside effects due to the presence or 
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absence of a shock and those due to peculiarities of the specific conditioning protocol. A 

region is reported as active if it violates the null hypothesis that on average members of 

the conjunction showed no effect (global null). An identified region’s consistent 

activation for all members of the conjunction is confirmed by looking at the least 

significant P value for any member of that conjunction. We include plots of correlations 

in Figure 3-3 to demonstrate the consistency of a given effect across conditions included 

in the conjunction. This procedure lessens response ambiguity due to either the presence 

or absence of a US or any differences in protocol. Using a conjunction across these 

conditions allows us to infer a network that relates to the overall learned differences 

between CS+ (delay and trace) and CS-(neutral) representations. In areas where there was 

a prior hypothesis, results were family wise error (FWE) corrected for multiple 

comparisons using small volume correction (20mm diameter sphere centered at the peak 

of activation). FWE correction for multiple comparisons for the whole brain is applied for 

brain regions where there was no prior hypothesis.  

 

3.2.8 Learning: Contingency awareness and Conditioning  
Explicit learning accuracy was defined by the interaction between CS type (CS+ or CS-) 

and the reported US expectancy for each trial. Brain activity that correlates with US 

expectancy alone corresponds to those areas relevant for explicit fear. A shock 

expectancy by CS type (+ or -) interaction tests for brain activity that correlates with the 

accuracy of shock expectancy on each trial. The magnitude of explicit learning defined 

by the subject’s score on the post-experimental questionnaire was used as a subject 

covariate in a second level random effects analysis (Figure 3-3 and Table 3-1b).  
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Implicit learning accuracy was defined by the interaction between CS type (+ or -) and 

the normalized amplitude of the skin conductance response for each trial. The magnitude 

of implicit learning was defined as the average difference between CS+ and CS- skin 

conductance responses and was used as a subject covariate in a second level random 

effects analysis (Table 3-1a). 

  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Conditioned skin conductance responses 
We recorded skin conductance responses associated with cues to provide an 

implicit measure of conditioning. Activity in the left amygdala (-27,-3,-12) correlated 

with the trial-by-trial time course of conditioning, indexed by the level of discriminatory 

skin conductance responses (P<0.01 corrected, see methods and Table 3-1a). This result 

confirms previous findings (Buchel et al., 1998b; Buchel et al., 1999; Knight et al., 2004) 

and in addition demonstrates that amygdala activity correlates with the specific time 

course of learning. It also indicates that activity in the amygdala correlates with the 

relative success of conditioning in different subjects.  

 

3.3.2 Contingency awareness 
Our principle goal was to identify neural responses correlating with contingency 

awareness, an example of explicit or declarative learning, measured by both online 

reports and post-experimental questionnaire. Online reports assessed US expectancy on a 

trial-by-trial basis: expectancy was accurate when it was high for a CS+ (predicts the 

shock) presentation and low for a CS- (neutral) presentation. This relationship is 
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described as the accuracy of contingency awareness (Figure 3-1d). The magnitude of a 

subject’s contingency awareness was defined by a post-experimental questionnaire score 

that assessed the individual’s overall contingency knowledge via a series of true/false 

statements about the CS/US relationship (see supplementary methods – section 3.7 ).  

Brain regions that correlated with contingency awareness had greater activity 

during trials where a subject accurately expected a shock. We accounted for inter-subject 

differences by testing for regions that showed greater activity in those subjects who 

scored higher on the post-experimental questionnaire. This revealed responses correlated 

with contingency awareness in bilateral middle frontal gyri (MFG) (Figure 3-3, Table 

3-1b, left -36,51,30; right 36,51,36), significant after correction for multiple comparisons. 

We also noted correlated activity in the para-hippocampal gyrus (-15,-15,-24, P=0.055 

corrected for multiple comparisons, see methods).  

 

3.4 Discussion 

Our data indicate a clear role for the middle frontal gyrus in contingency 

awareness during conditioning, correlated specifically with the acquisition of awareness 

on a trial-by-trial basis. To our knowledge, this is the first time such a trial by trial link 

has been demonstrated during conditioning. The role of the middle frontal gyrus in 

contingency awareness is contrasted with involvement of the amygdala, which we show 

reflects the acquisition of implicit knowledge, as indexed by autonomic activity, 

consistent with previous research (Buchel et al., 1998b; Buchel et al., 1999; LeDoux, 

2003). These results clearly dissociate the distinct roles of the middle frontal gyrus and 

amygdala during classical conditioning. 
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In delay eye-blink conditioning, the magnitude of conditioning is independent of 

explicit knowledge (Manns et al., 2002). However, explicit learning is likely to be 

expressed in delay protocols, even if it is not correlated with the degree of conditioning. 

Since the degree of implicit knowledge is not correlated with the degree of explicit 

knowledge in delay conditioning, the substrates mediating both forms of learning can be 

separated. We confirmed that those same neural substrates were active during trace 

conditioning by testing for areas whose activation was consistent across both delay and 

trace conditioning. The fact that the middle frontal gyrus is active in both trace and delay 

conditioning, even though trace conditioning is correlated with contingency knowledge 

and delay is not (Clark and Squire, 1998), has implications for the mechanism by which 

contingency knowledge facilitates conditioning. The middle frontal gyrus is unlikely to 

directly facilitate conditioned associations, since doing so would require a second 

inhibitory mechanism active during delay conditioning. It is therefore more likely that the 

middle frontal gyrus facilitates conditioning by means of another brain area, such as the 

hippocampal complex (see below). While it is unlikely that prefrontal areas directly 

facilitate conditioning, it is important to keep in mind that there is evidence that areas of 

prefrontal cortex inhibit activity in the amygdala (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001; Quirk et 

al., 2003).  

An area homologous to the middle frontal gyrus, the medial prefrontal cortex in 

the rabbit, is necessary for trace eye-blink conditioning (Kronforst-Collins and Disterhoft, 

1998). This region is also strongly implicated in tasks requiring maintenance and 

manipulation of information within working memory in humans (D'Esposito et al., 1998; 

Leung et al., 2002; Pessoa et al., 2002), and in animal models of working memory 
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(Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Petrides, 2000; Castner et al., 2004). In the previous chapter, we 

showed that working memory distraction during fear conditioning reduces explicit 

knowledge of the CS/US contingency (Carter et al., 2003). This reduction of explicit 

knowledge is consistent with the middle frontal gyri’s involvement in both working 

memory and contingency awareness.  

Brain areas central to the expression of explicit knowledge, as required in 

reporting contingencies, may play a role in abstract, symbolic manipulation. In line with 

this notion, neurons in the middle frontal gyrus of behaving macaque monkeys respond to 

specific rules (Wallis et al., 2001) or limit responses to a given stimulus to only those 

times when a specific practiced task is being performed (Asaad et al., 2000). Thus, our 

finding that activity in this region correlates with contingency awareness is consistent 

with a putative role in the representation of abstract concepts.  

We also found activity in the left para-hippocampal gyrus correlated with 

contingency awareness during conditioning. These results point to a role for the 

hippocampal complex in mediating the integration of explicit knowledge of contingencies 

(Eichenbaum et al., 1996; Clark and Squire, 1998). It is interesting that while we found 

significant contingency related activation in the para-hippocampal gyrus, we did not find 

such effects in the hippocampus proper. By contrast, we observed a significant 

correlation between activity in the hippocampus proper and our implicit measure of 

conditioning. These results do suggest the intriguing possibility that different sub-regions 

of hippocampal complex have dissociable roles in associative learning, in line with 

evidence that the hippocampus is involved in the integration of cues and not simply 
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related to explicit knowledge (Chun and Phelps, 1999; Schendan et al., 2003; Degonda et 

al., 2005). Future studies will need to address the mechanism of integration. 

In conclusion, our study provides new evidence that the trial by trial accuracy of 

contingency knowledge during conditioning involves the middle frontal gyri and a sub-

region of the hippocampal complex across both delay and trace conditioning. These 

findings give insight not only into the neural substrates of classical trace protocols, where 

explicit knowledge correlates with conditioning, but also suggest a substrate for how 

explicit knowledge is coded in the human brain.  
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3.5 Tables  
 
Table 3-1 

Cluster Region MNI Coord. Voxels P (L.S.) P (G.N.) 

 (a) Implicit learning     

Left Hippocampus / Subiculum 

Right Hippocampus / Subiculum 

(-12,-30,-6) 

(21,-27,-12) 
364 

0.05 

0.04 

P<0.01* 

P<0.01** 

Occipital Cortex (posterior pole) (9,-102,-9) 34 0.02 P<0.01** 

Left Amygdala (-27,-3,-12) 11 0.06 P<0.01* 

(b) Explicit Learning     

Left Middle Frontal Gyrus 

Right Middle Frontal Gyrus 

(-36,51,30) 

(36,51,36) 

35 

22 

0.02 

0.04 

P<0.001* 

P<0.01* 

Left Parahippocampal Gyrus (-15,-15,-24) 3 0.096 P=0.55 

* FWE corrected for small volume (20mm diameter sphere) 

** FWE corrected for whole brain 

Table 3-1 Brain regions whose BOLD responses correlate with implicit and explicit measures of learning 

are shown in (a) and (b). This table specifies the anatomical labels for responsive clusters with the location 

of peak significance (mm in MNI space), the number of voxels included in the cluster (threshold = 

P<0.001) and the global null (effects of interest) P value for the peak voxel in each cluster (G.N.). To 

ensure the consistency of correlation across conditions, the least significant individual P value (L.S.) is also 

reported. 
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Table 3-2 
Cluster Region MNI Coord. Voxels P (L.S.) P (G.N.) 

 (a) CS onset event responses (CS+ > CS-)    

Left Frontal Operculum 
Left Anterior Insula 

Left Inf. Frontal Gyrus 

(-48,12,3) 
(-33,21,6) 
(-57,9,12) 

241 
0.03 

0.003 
0.02 

P<0.05** 
P<0.0001** 

P<0.05** 
Right Frontal Operculum 

Right Anterior Insula 
Right Inf. Frontal Gyrus 

(48,21,6) 
(42,21,-3) 
(51,18,18) 

323 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 

P<0.001** 
P<0.05** 
P<0.01* 

Left Caudate 
Right Caudate 

(-12,9,3) 
(9,6,3) 152 0.01 

0.02 
P<0.01** 
P<0.01** 

Supplementary Motor Area (3,21,60) 145 0.01 P<0.05** 
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC) 

Right Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC) 
(-33,45,18) 
(33,48,15) 

50 
49 

0.03 
0.06 

P<0.001* 
P<0.01* 

Left Anterior Cingulate 
Right Anterior Cingulate 

(-9,42,30) 
(6,30,24) 

9 
8 

0.08 
0.007 

P<0.01* 
P<0.01* 

Left Supramarg. Gyr. / IPL 
Right Supramarginal Gyrus 

(-60,-48,24) 
(66,-36,33) 

209 
37 

0.04 
0.06 

P<0.05** 
P<0.01* 

 (b) Trace Period Responses (CS+ > CS-)    

Left Frontal Operculum 
Left Frontal Insula 

Left Inf. Frontal Gyr 

(-42,15,6) 
(-36,21,27) 
(-60,18,3) 

337 
0.01 

0.001 
0.008 

P<0.01* 
P<0.05** 
P<0.01* 

Right Frontal Operculum 
Right Frontal Insula 

Right Inf. Frontal Gyr 

(51,18,6) 
(36,15,-9) 
(51,18,18) 

266 
0.001 
0.003 
0.02 

P<0.05** 
P<0.001* 
P<0.05* 

Supplementary Motor Area (-12,-12,69) 15 0.005 P<0.01* 
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC) 

Right Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC) 
(-45,54,6) 
(33,60,21) 

6 
34 

0.01 
0.003 

P<0.01* 
P<0.001* 

Right Anterior Cingulate (12,24,36) 34 0.006 P<0.01* 
Left Supramarg. Gyr. /IPL 

Right Supramarg. Gyr. / IPL 
(-48,-48,33) 
(54,-42,42) 

90 
564 

0.005 
0.00005 

P<0.01* 
P<0.0001** 

* FWE corrected for small volume (20mm diameter sphere) 
** FWE corrected for whole brain 

Table 3-2- Brain regions whose mean BOLD responses are greater for the CS+ than CS- during (a) the 

transient stimulus onset (across delay and trace conditioning and reinforced and nonreinforced trials), and 

(b) the 3 second long trace period (see Figure 3-1) for trace conditioning trials (reinforced and 

nonreinforced). This table specifies the anatomical labels for responsive clusters with the location of peak 

significance (mm in MNI space), the number of voxels included in the cluster (threshold = P<0.001), the 

least significant individual P value in the conjunction (L.S.) and the global null P value for the peak voxel 

in each cluster (G.N.). 
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3.6 Figures 
Figure 3-1 

 

Figure 3-1 Experimental design – 14 subjects reported shock expectancy during 

concurrent delay and trace aversive conditioning while functional brain images were 

acquired. Each CS presentation was 2 seconds long. Reinforced CS+ trials were followed 

by an electric shock lasting 1 second. For each subject, the four images in (a, presented in 

color) acted as either the delay CS+ (image presentation overlaps with the shock, see b), 

trace CS+ (image presentation ends 3 s before the onset of the shock, see b), or as one of 

two CS- baselines. The point used for modeling event related analysis for each trial is 

marked with a dotted line in b. The memory trace period, 3 seconds marked by a shaded 

box (also in b), was analyzed separately and is not discussed here. As soon as each image 

appeared, subjects had to judge the likelihood of being shocked (shock expectancy; c) 

using one of three keys indicating “shock likely,” “don’t know,” or “no shock likely” (* = 

CS+; o = CS-). d. The accuracy of contingency awareness is the interaction between 

shock expectancy (SE) and CS+/- (* = CS+; o = CS-). This measure reflects when a 

subject provided an accurate report of the CS/US contingency over the course of the 

experiment, and defines the measure of accuracy of explicit knowledge. 
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Figure 3-2 

 

Figure 3-2 – Implicit measures of learning correlate with activity in the left amygdala 

(left), hippocampus (center), and visual cortex(right). See Table 3-1 for details. Images 

are shown at a threshold of p<0.01 uncorrected in order to visualize the extent of 

activation.  
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Figure 3-3 

 

Figure 3-3 Activity in the middle frontal gyrus correlates with explicit learning. The 

center image shows a surface rendering of bilateral middle frontal gyri activity that 

correlates with explicit learning. Middle frontal gyrus activity is consistently correlated 

with explicit learning for all conditions, reflecting its general role in the acquisition of 

accurate explicit knowledge. Regression plots of brain activity (the explicit learning time 

course parameter estimate) vs. contingency knowledge (post experimental questionnaire 

score) are shown for the right and left middle frontal gyrus for trace and delay protocols 

during shock reinforced CS+, and no shock CS+ trials. A contingency knowledge score 

of 100% indicates that the subject was able to answer every question about the exact 

temporal relationship between CS and US accurately with high confidence. 0% is chance 

performance.  
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3.7 Supplementary Methods 
Post Experimental Questionnaire  

-Answered from -3 (not true), 0 (don’t know), 3 (true) 
-Presented in pseudo random order within block 
-24 total questions for overall assessment 

 -16 questions included for delay assessment (*) 
 -16 questions included for trace assessment (#) 
  
+General Contingency Questions (8) 
[*#] I believe the colored sticks were not followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the blue ball was not followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the red and green hash was not followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the blue and orange check was not followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the colored sticks were often followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the blue ball was often followed by the shock.:  
[*#] I believe the red and green hash was often followed by the shock.: 
[*#] I believe the blue and orange check was often followed by the shock.:  
 
+General Timing Questions (8) 
[*] I believe the colored sticks were often immediately followed by a shock.: 
[*] I believe the blue ball was often immediately followed by a shock.: 
[*] I believe the red and green hash was often immediately followed by a shock.: 
[*] I believe the blue and orange check was often immediately followed by a shock.: 
[#] I believe the colored sticks were often followed a few seconds later by a shock.: 
[#] I believe the blue ball was often followed a few seconds later by a shock.: 
[#] I believe the red and green hash was often followed a few seconds later by a shock.: 
[#] I believe the blue and orange check was often followed a few seconds later by a 
shock.: 
 
+Specific Delay/Trace Contingency Questions (8)  
[*] I believe the colored sticks were the best predictor of an immediate shock.: 
[*] I believe the blue ball was the best predictor of an immediate shock.:  
[*] I believe the red and green hash was the best predictor of an immediate shock.: 
[*] I believe the blue and orange check was the best predictor of an immediate shock.: 
[#] I believe the colored sticks were the best predictor of a shock that follows a few 
seconds later.: 
[#] I believe the blue ball was the best predictor of a shock that follows a few seconds 
later.: 
[#] I believe the red and green hash was the best predictor of a shock that follows a few 
seconds later.: 
[#] I believe the blue and orange check was the best predictor of a shock that follows a 
few seconds later.: 
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4 Persistent Changes in Visual Cortex Due to Aversive 
Conditioning 

This work was done with John P. O’Doherty and Christof Koch. John O’Doherty was, as 

always, indispensable in the analysis design and many discussions of data interpretation. 

Christof Koch worked on the goal and initial design of this experiment as well as review 

of different analysis phases. His talents in analysis were greatly appreciated during 

modeling and analysis of skin conductance responses. He also maintained the thankless 

task of insuring that funding was in place. Imaging acquisition was completed at the 

Caltech Biological Imaging Center. Skin conductance recording during fMRI acquisition 

was possible because of extensive testing and design done in collaboration with Antoine 

Bruguier (see Chapter 6).  

 
We examined changes in the representation of two face images over the course of 

an aversive conditioning experiment and subsequent extinction.  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Conditioning is commonly used to study learning and memory in a wide range of 

organisms (Baer and Fuhrer, 1982; Mackintosh, 1983; Gallistel, 1990; Thompson and 

Krupa, 1994; Connolly et al., 1996; Eichenbaum, 1997; Pearce et al., 1997; Tully, 1998; 

Squire and Kandel, 1999; Kocorowski and Helmstetter, 2001). Milner’s study of HM 

(Scoville and Milner, 1957) provided evidence for the separation of explicit and implicit 

learning, since HM was capable of non-conscious, implicit learning but not of retaining 

explicit memories. Most discussions of implicit learning in conditioning center on 
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modifications in the amygdala and thalamic structures (Morris et al., 1999). However, the 

related field of perceptual learning demonstrates that modifications to the cortical sensory 

(in this case visual) pathway can and do take place (Poggio et al., 1992; Yang et al., 

1994; Goldstone, 1998; Watanabe et al., 2002). The same is also true of the auditory 

pathway (Fritz et al., 2003). Perceptual learning is a change in the way a subject 

perceives a stimulus that is believed to reflect changes in sensory cortex. Subjects in 

perceptual learning studies show phenomena ranging from hyperacuity (Poggio et al., 

1992), an increase in effective visual resolution, to the representation of previously 

unknown stimulus sets (Gauthier and Tarr, 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000). While these 

changes may occur with explicit influence, the resulting differences are of the automatic, 

implicit, variety. Modification of auditory cortex due to conditioning is well described in 

both electrophysiology and fMRI studies (Shamma, 2004; Weinberger, 2004). In these 

studies, a particular auditory stimulus which is of neutral value, the conditioned stimulus 

(CS), is reinforced with a reward or punishment, the unconditioned stimulus (US). The 

representation of this particular CS shows an increase in representation in auditory cortex 

as a result of conditioning (Kisley and Gerstein, 2001) . Correspondingly, individual cells 

show a shift in their response curve toward the frequency of the auditory stimulus used 

(Edeline et al., 1993). It seems likely that processes similar to those that take place during 

auditory conditioning may also cause modification of the visual pathway.  

There are some fMRI studies that report differences in visual cortex during 

conditioning (Knight et al., 1999; Carter et al., 2006), but these studies were not directed 

at examining stimulus representation differences and also don’t examine the persistence 

of such changes. Recently, a study described changes in rat visual cortex due to 
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conditioning (Shuler and Bear, 2006). In particular, they report changes in the timing of 

neurons in visual cortex that reflected reward timing. Indicating that modifications to at 

least the timing of neural responses in visual areas can and do take place as a result of 

conditioning.  

These studies describe changes that result from the acquisition of conditioning. If 

the changes in cortical response profiles described above are lasting and not due to 

continued modulation by an associative area of the brain, these changes should persist 

after the extinction of conditioned responses.  

Here we describe a study of changes in a specific cortical visual area as a result of 

aversive conditioning in humans. We used a simple delay protocol to condition subjects 

to faces and abstract images during fMRI acquisition. We posited that those stimuli that 

were paired with a shock would elicit hemodynamic activity that increased over time 

when compared to a similar unpaired stimulus. We also hypothesized that this differential 

response in cortical visual areas would persist beyond extinction of the conditioned 

response.  

BOLD activity in response to a reinforced face stimulus in the fusiform face area 

increases over time when compared to activity elicited by an unpaired face. We find that 

activity in this area remains consistently elevated in spite of extinction of the conditioned 

response, indicating that potential changes to perception of the previously reinforced 

stimulus are likely to be long lasting.  
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants 

From an initial pool of seventeen subject who participated in the experiment, our analysis 

includes twelve subjects who showed some indication of conditioning (greater SCRs for 

the CS+ than CS- at p<0.2 for both faces and abstract images, see below). Five of the 

original seventeen were not included in the final analysis because they either did not 

condition (2) or because of technical failures with the SCR recording (3). Subjects 

included in the analysis: six male and six female, age range 19-31 (mean 24.25). All 

subjects gave prior informed consent. This study was approved by the Human Subject 

Committee at the California Institute of Technology. 

 

4.2.2 Experimental Procedure  

Prior to entering the magnet suite, subjects were told the experiment was a learning and 

memory experiment. They were told that they would be presented with images and some 

of the images would be paired with a shock while others would not. They were asked to 

keep their eyes on a fixation mark and pay attention to the images presented. They were 

not asked to perform any other task. After confirming that they understood the 

instructions, the skin conductance and shock electrodes were attached and their shock 

level was determined. The subject was then positioned in the magnet. An anatomical scan 

was acquired first, followed by a 5 minute retinotopic scan using a rotating wedge 

stimulus. At this point, instructions for the main experiment were confirmed with the 

subject, and the acquisition portion of the experiment was performed.  
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 Acquisition consisted of 60 presentations of each of the four different images (240 

in total) with a 75% reinforcement rate for the CS+, and no shock pairings for the CS-. 

Intertrial intervals ranged from 7-9 seconds. Stimuli were presented so that no more than 

two of identical images occurred in a row and that nonreinforced test trials were spread 

evenly throughout acquisition. The stimulus that served as the CS+ was chosen at 

random. For subjects included in the analysis, each abstract image was reinforced for six 

of the twelve participants. For face stimuli, the dark haired individual was reinforced for 

seven of the twelve subjects and the image of the individual with lighter hair for the 

remaining five subjects.  

Post acquisition, subjects were told they would be presented with the same images 

but would no longer receive any shocks (that the shock electrodes had been unplugged). 

They were reminded to keep their eyes on the fixation mark and to pay attention to each 

image presented. Each CS was then presented 20 times for 1second with an intertrial 

interval of 6 to 8 seconds as part of an extinction phase. Stimuli were presented so that no 

more than two of a particular stimulus occurred in a row.  

 

4.2.3 Stimulus Presentation  

Face images (Figure 4-1 top left) were obtained from the Ekman collection. Abstract 

images (Figure 4-1 top right) were adapted from a previous study (Carter et al., 2006). 

All images were presented at a size of approximately four degrees wide by six degrees 

tall for a period of one second. For reinforced stimuli, a shock was presented for one 

second overlapping with the last half second of the image presentation (see Figure 4-1 

bottom). Images were presented on a grey background approximately 20 degrees in width 
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and 15 degrees in height at refresh frequency of 60Hz using LCD goggles from 

Resonance Technology Inc. (Los Angeles, CA).  

 Eight millimeter diameter Ag/AgCl electrodes containing a conductive paste 

(MedAssociates TD-246, 0.5M NaCl suspension) were attached to the top of the subject’s 

right foot for stimulation. The shock stimulus was 60Hz alternating current of constant 

amplitude. Current levels for shock stimulation were chosen by each subject before the 

experiment, using an ascending rating method where the current amplitude was raised 

until the subject gave a rating of 9 on a scale of 1-10. A rating of 1 indicated the subject 

could barely feel the shock and 10 indicated the shock was painful and could not be used 

in the experiment. Subject shock levels ranged from 1.2 to 4.8mA with a median of 

1.8mA.  

4.2.4 Skin Conductance Conditioning 

Skin conductance was recorded throughout the acquisition and extinction phases of 

learning. Eight millimeter diameter Ag/AgCl electrodes containing a conductive paste 

(MedAssociates TD-246, 0.5M NaCl suspension) were attached to the arch of the 

subject’s left foot (Boucsein, 1992). These electrodes were attached to carbon fiber leads 

(Biopac, Goleta, CA) that ran through a wave guide into the control room, where they 

were filtered using the equipment described in Chapter 6. The signal was then recorded 

using equipment from Contact Precision Instruments (Boston, MA). Synchronization 

pulses were sent from the parallel port of the stimulation computer to the CPI standalone 

module. Special care was taken to ensure minimal radiofrequency induced contamination 

of the SCR signal (see Chapter 6).  
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Skin conductance responses (SCRs) were defined as the maximum amplitude 

response initiated no earlier than 1second with a peak no later than 5seconds after the CS 

onset. SCR amplitudes were range corrected by the maximum response for that subject 

(Lykken, 1972). Raw skin conductance data was filtered using a second-order Savitzky-

Golay smoothing algorithm with a window of four seconds. This filtering removed any 

remaining radiofrequency noise in the skin conductance trace.  

 

4.2.5 fMRI 
Thirty-two slice EPI images were acquired at a resolution of 3 cubic millimeters using a 

Siemens Trio scanner and 8 channel phased array head coil (www.siemens.com). Slices 

were acquired in ascending interleaved order. These settings resulted in a TR of 2 

seconds. Functional images were then preprocessed and analyzed using SPM5 

(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). 

Preprocessing included motion realignment, slice timing acquisition correction, 

normalization to the MNI template and smoothing to a final value of 8mm FWHM.  

 The functional analysis for acquisition modeled each of the four CS types 

separately. Parametric modulations of each of the CSs were used to test for changes over 

time and any effects due to the presence of the shock. In controlling for the presence or 

absence of the shock, the reinforcement schedule for the CS+ images was mirrored for 

CS- trials. Time changes were modeled using an exponential decay (see inset Figure 4-5) 

with a half life of ¼ the length of the experiment (Quirk et al., 1997; Buchel et al., 

1998b). When looking for events that show an increase to plateau over time, we test for 

areas anticorrelated with this term (see inset Figure 4-6). 
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 The functional analysis for extinction was the same as acquisition, except for the 

term to model differences between reinforced and nonreinforced trials (since no trials 

were reinforced).  

 

4.3 Results  
The primary focus of this study was to look at changes in the representation of stimuli as 

a result of conditioning. We first describe areas of the brain that over all trials show a 

greater activation to the CS+ than CS-. We then focus on conditioning to faces and 

specifically two areas of the brain, the amygdala and a functionally defined cluster in the 

fusiform region thought to represent faces (Allison et al., 1994; Haxby et al., 1994; 

Kanwisher et al., 1997). We focus on faces rather than abstract images because of the 

wealth of information concerning face representation.  

 

4.3.1 Skin Conductance Conditioning 
On average, subjects used in our analysis demonstrate a conditioned aversion to the CS+. 

We compared skin conductance responses (SCRs) on nonreinforced CS+ trials (there 

were 15) to matched CS- trials. Individual plots of each subject’s average response to the 

nonreinforced CS+ and matched CS- trials are shown in left and middle portions of 

Figure 4-2. It is important that CS+ vs CS- comparisons occur in a pair-wise fashion. 

While each subject has a larger average response to the CS+ than CS- it is not always true 

that each subject’s average CS+ response is larger than all other subject’s average 

response to the CS-. The box plots in the right portion of Figure 4-2 show the distribution 

of average differences between nonreinforced CS+ and CS- trials. Subjects show a 
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greater average response to the CS+ than CS-, indicating they were conditioned 

(P<0.0001 for abstract and face images; single sample t-test)  

 

4.3.2 Brain Activity during Acquisition  
We compared BOLD activity during CS+ trials with CS- trials. Regions of the brain that 

exhibit stronger responses to the face CS+ compared to the face CS- include the insula, 

operculum, caudate, globus pallidus, inferior parietal lobule, thalamic nuclei including 

superior colliculus, cingulate cortex and areas of the cerebellum (see Figure 4-3 and 

Table 4-1). These results are similar to those described in past studies (Buchel et al., 

1998b; Carter et al., 2006). Similar areas were active when comparing responses for the 

abstract CS+ > CS-.  

Differences in Face and Abstract Image Representation    

BOLD responses to the images that were never reinforced, the CS-, were compared for 

faces and abstract images. Contrasts were masked for positive responses to the image 

type of interest. This comparison identifies those areas that preferentially respond to one 

particular class of stimuli. It does so without the shock or association formation as 

potential confounds. There is, however, the possibility that the CS- serves as a safety 

signal and could therefore be considered rewarding (Seymour et al., 2005). Similar 

results are obtained if the CS+ trials are used. 

Areas of the brain that preferentially respond to faces include the fusiform face 

area, superior temporal sulcus, and medial occipital cortex (Table 4-2a; also see the left 

half of Figure 4-4). Areas of the brain that preferentially respond to abstract figures 
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include the occipital pole and parahippocampus (Table 4-2b also see the right half of 

Figure 4-4).  

BOLD interactions with time  

Previous studies (Buchel et al., 1998b) find that activity in the amygdala fits an 

exponential decay function. Changes in BOLD activity over time were therefore modeled 

using an exponential decay function (see methods, Figure 4-5 inset) in an effort to 

reproduce this result. We tested for an exponential decay over CS+ trials when compared 

to CS- trials. In line with the study by Buchel et al., we find that BOLD activity in the 

amygdala correlates with an exponential decay function for conditioning to both faces 

and abstract images (Figure 4-5). For faces, the peaks of amygdala activity were located 

at MNI coordinates 24, -6, -21 (right) and -15, -6, -24 (left). For abstract images, the 

peaks of amygdala activity were located at 30, -6, -15 (right) and -21, -9, -15 (left). These 

amygdala peaks were all significant at P<0.05 (family wise error corrected for multiple 

comparisons using a 10 millimeter diameter sphere around the peak voxel).  

 We hypothesized that reinforced stimuli would come to elicit stronger responses 

in areas that were capable of differentiating within that class of stimuli. We therefore 

tested for areas of the brain that showed a constrained increase in activity over time when 

compared to the CS- trials. The modeled increase is the inverted decay function of the 

previous section (Figure 4-6 inset). We specifically examined the areas identified in 

Table 4-2 (Figure 4-4) that preferentially represented each class of stimuli. We found that 

none of the areas preferring abstract figures correlated with an increase in activity over 

time (see discussion). However, the hypothesis held for faces. We found that activity in 

the fusiform area (peak at 42, -63, -15) showed increasing responses to CS+ trials over 
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time (see Figure 4-6; P<0.05 corrected for small volumes using a 10 millimeter diameter 

sphere centered at the peak). This cluster of voxels (P<0.01 uncorrected) fell within the 

face sensitive ROI (P<0.001 uncorrected). Figure 4-8 shows the extent of overlap 

between the fusiform face area and those regions that exhibited larger responses to the 

CS+ over time. Increasing activity to the face CS+ is not apparent in the superior 

temporal sulcus or medial occipital cortex using the thresholds described above. Using 

lower thresholds, activity becomes apparent in both the superior temporal sulcus and 

right medial occipital lobe. However, these clusters are a sizeable distance away from the 

ROI peak in another anatomical region ( > 20 millimeters) or do not survive correction 

for multiple comparisons. An increase in activity in the fusiform is consistent with an 

increase in representation of the CS+ image compared to the CS-.  

 

4.3.3 Extinction  

Following the acquisition of conditioning, subjects were told they would no longer 

receive any shocks. They were then shown 20 presentations of each CS with no shocks 

(extinction). Extinction of the previous association can be confirmed by the absence of 

differential skin conductance responses (SCRs). Testing of SCRs to both face and 

abstract images revealed no significant differences between CS+ and CS-, indicating an 

effective extinction of the previous association (see Figure 4-7a).  

In contrast to the loss of differential skin conductance responses during extinction, 

the fusiform face area (peak at 36, -45, -24) remains more responsive to the CS+ than CS- 

(see Figure 4-7b; P<0.05 small volume corrected for a 10 millimeter diameter sphere 
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centered at the peak). At a threshold of P<0.001 uncorrected, it is clear from Figure 4-7b 

that the majority of the visual pathway shows a greater response to the face CS+.  

The bottom section of Figure 4-7b shows activity in the geniculate nucleus. The left 

half is an SPM showing activity that is greater for the CS+ than CS- during extinction 

(peaks: left -21, -27, -6; right 24, -24, -3; P<0.05 small volume corrected for a 10 mm 

diameter sphere centered at the peak). The right half displays the overlap with visual 

hemifield stimulation using a standard rotating wedge (Wunderlich et al., 2005), 

confirming the responsiveness of the area to visual activity in one hemifield in a separate 

session. We find it surprising that activity in an area so early in the visual stream 

responds to one face more strongly than another.  

There is no activity in the fusiform face area correlated with a differential increase 

or decrease over extinction, as might be expected if activity in perceptual areas mirrored 

association strength.  

 Activity in the fusiform face area increasingly responds to the CS+ face during 

acquisition and retains that differential response after extinction of the conditioned 

association. Figure 4-8 displays the overlap of regions that preferentially respond to faces 

(red), increasingly respond to the CS+ during conditioning (yellow), and consistently 

respond more strongly to the CS+ face in spite of extinction of conditioning.  

 

4.4 Discussion  

We sought to provide evidence of modification of perceptual areas representing visual 

stimuli similar to established work in auditory conditioning (Bakin and Weinberger, 

1990; Morris et al., 1998b; Bao et al., 2001). We used an aversive conditioning paradigm 
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to condition subjects to faces and abstract images. Examination of activity in the fusiform 

face area during conditioning to faces indicates that responses to the CS+ increase over 

time. Tests in the other face responsive areas listed in Table 4-2 do not provide strong 

evidence for increasing responses to the CS+ face (see Results). We therefore restrict our 

discussion to the FFA. In addition to acquisition, responses in the FFA were also 

examined during extinction phase, where conditioned stimuli are presented without 

reinforcement. Extinction is meant to form a new association that the previously 

reinforced stimuli are now safe. Larger responses to the CS+ trials persist through this 

separate extinction phase, indicating that changes in representation are present after the 

elimination of conditioned responses. We find no evidence of differential SCRs during 

extinction and also see little, if any, activity in areas associated with the conditioned 

response such as the amygdala or insula. This leads us to believe that there is little 

remaining affective component to the FFA activity in extinction.  

 With some differences noted due to task, familiarity, and emotion, repeated 

presentations of visual stimuli generally result in decreasing activity in visual areas 

(Henson et al., 2002; Ishai et al., 2004). A reduction in responses to known stimuli is 

consistent with the need to maintain a sparse representation, thereby allowing a greater 

number of stimuli to be represented. Results in auditory conditioning show both a shift in 

peak neuronal responses (Edeline et al., 1993) and a greater number of neurons 

responding to the conditioned stimulus even without a peak shift (Kisley and Gerstein, 

2001). We know of no studies demonstrating persistent BOLD response changes for 

visual stimuli, although recent work in rats has shown a shift in timing (Shuler and Bear, 

2006).  
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We find that as significance is attached to an image of a particular face, BOLD 

responses in the fusiform face area increase. The fusiform face area is posited to be an 

area of the brain with enhanced face representation (Puce et al., 1996; Kanwisher et al., 

1997). The innateness and degree of this specificity are often questioned (Gauthier et al., 

2000; Tarr and Gauthier, 2000), but, in general, this area of the brain does seem to be 

involved in the representation and identification of faces. It is plausible that an increase in 

activity in this portion of the brain to a specific face reflects a change in the likelihood 

that this face will be identified (an increase in saliency). Future experiments will test for 

behavioral correlates that could reflect saliency increases such as reduced search times 

when looking for CS+ faces. Another potential behavioral manifestation of increased 

representation by the FFA is that any given face could be more likely to be identified as 

the CS+ face. When shown an image of two faces mixed by morphing we would expect 

that previously conditioned subjects would have an equilibrium point, the point at which 

subjects are equally likely to identify the image as either individual, further from the CS+ 

face. That is, they would require a smaller CS+ identity percentage in order to describe 

the image as belonging to the CS+ individual.  

 

One possible cause for the increased responsiveness in the FFA is changes in 

either top-down or bottom-up attentional processes. If the result is due to top-down 

attention, we would expect to see that activity in brain areas known to be involved in 

attention networks reflect the same changes we see in the FFA. In fact, during 

acquisition, bilateral BOLD activity in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS, right 21,-60, 36; left -

27, -57, 45) also increases over time for the CS+ (P<0.05 small volume corrected for a 
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10mm diameter sphere centered on the peak). The IPS is thought to be involved in the 

control of attention; for review, see Pessoa 2003 (Pessoa et al., 2003). However, there is 

no evidence that this activity in the IPS is persistent throughout extinction as is the 

activity in the FFA. This leads us to hypothesize that connectivity analysis would reveal 

interaction between the FFA and IPS during conditioning in order to cause perceptual 

changes. The lack of persistent activity in attentional or emotional networks during 

extinction leads us to believe post-extinction changes in the FFA represent a bottom-up 

or saliency process contained in the FFA. 

Also of interest is that increased responses to the CS+ face during extinction are 

not limited to the FFA. Areas as early as the LGN (see Figure 4-7) show similar 

differences. Face recognition can occur in small groups of neurons such as the brain of 

the honey bee (Dyer et al., 2005). However, it is more likely that LGN activity in 

extinction is a result of top-down influences from the FFA, since it both preferentially 

responds to faces and shows a pattern of learning during acquisition that was not present 

in the LGN. Connectivity analysis in future experiments may also be useful in 

disentangling driving effects in this situation.  

In contrast to the results for faces, we find no evidence of representation changes 

in visual areas that preferentially respond to abstract images. There are many potential 

causes for this. First, the images chosen may not fit into an image class represented in a 

specific brain area. This explanation does not seem highly likely given that there is 

significant overlap between areas shown to prefer abstract images when comparing CS- 

trials and areas shown to prefer abstract images when comparing CS+ trials. The abstract 

images do appear to show some overlap in representation. Second, since the abstract 
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images are novel stimuli, there may not be adequate representation of the stimuli in the 

brain for differentiation to be localized. Third, as in all imaging studies, it may be that 

this study lacks the sensitivity to pick out a change in representation that differs between 

CS+ and CS- for the abstract images. The attempt to represent the novel images may 

overwhelm any difference between the two.  

 We have shown that learned changes in face representation due to conditioning 

are persistent throughout extinction. This persistent activity may reflect changes in 

saliency. Future experiments should include an assessment of the relative saliency of the 

conditioned face as well as connectivity analysis that could disambiguate the top-down 

and bottom-up effects taking place.  
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4.5 Tables 
Table 4-1 

Cluster Region MNI Coord. Cluster size P value 
a) Faces CS+ > CS-     

Left Posterior Insula (-36,-12,15) 25 P<0.001 
Left Insula (-39,0,6) 111 P<0.001 

Left Medial Thalamus (-6,-27,-9) 79 P=0.001 
Right Medial Thalamus (15,-12,12) 30 P<0.01 
Right Posterior Insula (39,-18,-3) 11 P<0.01 

Right Insula (39,-3,-12) 16 P<0.01 
Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (-66,-27,27) 10 P<0.01 

Left Globus Pallidus (-12,3,-6) 8 P<0.05 
b) Abstract CS+ > CS-     

Left Thalamus (-12,-12,0) 30 P<0.01 
Left Posterior Insula (-33,-21,12) 10 P<0.01 

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (-60,-18,18) 11 P<0.01 
Left Insula (-33,-9,6) 22 P<0.01 

Right Medial Thalamus (3,-15,6) 25 P<0.01 
Left Geniculate Nucleus (-21,-21,-6) 5 P<0.05 

Left Inferior Insula (-33,-12,-12) 6 P<0.05 
Right Inferior Insula (-33,-21,12) 7 P<0.05 

    
Table 4-1 Areas where brain activity is greater for CS+ trials than CS- trials for faces (a) 
and abstract figures (b). This table lists the region of activation followed by the MNI 
coordinates of its statistical peak, the number of voxels (3 mm3) in the cluster and the 
peak whole brain corrected P value. Cluster size is those voxels with P<0.05 family wise 
error (FWE) corrected. Clusters containing 5 or less voxels are not listed (see also Figure 
4-3).  
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Table 4-2 

Cluster Region MNI Coord. Learning Sustained 
a) Faces CS- > Abs. CS-     
Right Superior Temporal Sulcus (57,-45,0) No Yes 
Right Superior Temporal Sulcus (45,-42,15) No Yes 

Left Medial Occipital Cortex (-12,-54,-3) No No 
Right Fusiform (39,-48,-24) No Yes 

Right Medial Occipital Cortex (6,-78,0) Yes Yes 
b) Abs. CS- > Face CS-     

Right Occipital Pole (30,-90,9) No No 
Left Parahippocampus (-27,-60,-12) No No 

Table 4-2 Areas of the brain preferentially responding to faces (a) or abstract (b) images 
(FWE corrected P<0.05, comparing CS- trials). This table lists the region of activation 
followed by the MNI coordinates of its statistical peak, whether or not it was active in 
learning during acquisition (“Learning”) and if the region remained more responsive to 
the CS+ than CS- during extinction (“Sustained”). An ROI was considered active if 
statistically significant voxels (P<0.01 uncorrected) were found within the ROI mask 
(P<0.001 uncorrected) for the given CS type (faces > abstract or abstract > faces). 
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4.6 Figures 
Figure 4-1 

 

Figure 4-1 Experimental Setup – The top half of the figure shows the four images used as 

conditioned stimuli (CS). Each colored image was presented 60 times during acquisition 

and 20 times during extinction. One face and one abstract image were chosen randomly 

to be reinforced for each subject (the CS+). During acquisition, CS+ trials were 

reinforced on 75% of trials. The bottom half of the image shows the timing of stimulus 

presentation. Each image was shown for one second. On trials that were reinforced, a one 

second shock, the unconditioned stimulus (US) was given overlapping with the last half 

second of the image presented.  
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Figure 4-2 

 

Figure 4-2 Skin conductance responses during acquisition show subjects learned to 

associate the CS+ stimulus with the shock for both faces and abstract images. The left 

two plots show average responses to nonreinforced CS+ trials and matched CS- trials for 

each subject. The leftmost plot is for face stimuli and the middle plot is for abstract 

stimuli. Each line represents a subject. Each subject shows that, on average, they had 

stronger responses to the CS+ than CS- and were therefore conditioned. The rightmost 

plot is a box and whisker plot of the average difference between CS+ and CS- stimuli for 

each subject, indicating that on average the group showed conditioning (P<0.0001 for 

both abstract and face images). The median of each group is marked by a red line. The 

bottom and top edges of the box represent the edge of the lower and upper quartiles, 

respectively. The whiskers indicate the full range of data. Any outliers are indicated by a 

‘+’.  
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Figure 4-3 

 

Figure 4-3 Statistical Parametric Maps (SPMs) of those brain regions that have greater 

activity on CS+ trials than on CS- trials during conditioning to faces. Prominent clusters 

include the insula (Ins), operculum (Operc), globus pallidus (GP), caudate, inferior 

parietal lobule (IPL), thalamus, cingulate cortex, superior colliculus (SC) and cerebellum. 

These results are consistent with previous studies. SPMs are shown at a threshold of 

P<0.001 uncorrected, overlaid on an average T1 structural image that has been 

normalized to the MNI template. Table 4-1a lists clusters of significant activity after 

whole brain correction for multiple comparisons.  
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Figure 4-4 

 

Figure 4-4 Differences in representation of the CS- during acquisition (faces > abstract 

left; abstract > faces right; P<0.001 uncorrected). Areas of the brain that respond more 

strongly to faces than abstract figures include the fusiform face area shown in the left 

image above. Abstract images elicit stronger responses than faces in extra-striate cortex 

as well as the para-hippocampal region. SPMs are shown overlaid on an average 

structural image that has been normalized to the MNI template. Glass brain images (inset) 

provide a means of visualizing any activity not in the slice displayed.  
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Figure 4-5 

 

Figure 4-5 Differential responses (CS+ > CS-) in the amygdala correlate with an 

exponential decay function (inset) for faces (left) and abstract images (right). The SPM is 

shown at a threshold of P<0.001 uncorrected.  
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Figure 4-6 

 

Figure 4-6 Differential responses to face presentations (CS+ > CS-) in the fusiform gyrus 

increase over time (inset). Coordinates for the cluster of activity marked by the crosshairs 

are given in the upper left corner. This SPM is shown at a threshold of P<0.01 

uncorrected to illustrate the extent of activity in the fusiform gyrus.  
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Figure 4-7 

 

Figure 4-7 Skin conductance and brain activity during extinction. A) a box plot (see 

Figure 4-2) indicating subjects no longer show differential responses to the CS. The 

conditioned response has been extinguished. B) SPMs indicating areas that respond more 

strongly to the presentation of the face CS+ than face CS- during extinction. These areas 

include the majority of the visual stream for objects up to and including the fusiform face 

area (upper SPM, P<0.001 uncorrected). The bottom SPM (P<0.001 uncorrected) on the 

left is a slice centered on activity in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Localization of 

activity to the LGN is confirmed in the bottom right image (P<0.01 uncorrected) that 

maps the overlap between learned responses (yellow) and activity due to presentation of a 

wedge stimulus in each visual hemifield (magenta – right; cyan – left).  
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Figure 4-8 

 

Figure 4-8 Summary of changes in face representation over conditioning and extinction. 

BOLD activity in the fusiform face area (displayed above in red; see Figure 4-4 and 

Table 4-2a) increases during acquisition of conditioning (displayed above in yellow; see 

Figure 4-6). This activity is persistent throughout extinction of the conditioned 

association (displayed above in magenta; see Figure 4-7). Activity is displayed using a 

lower threshold than previous figures (P<0.01 uncorrected) to indicate the extent of 

overlap.  
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5 Discussion  
The previous three chapters provide a description of the interaction between explicit and 

implicit learning systems. Chapter 2 described the effects of performing a working 

memory task during aversive conditioning. Concurrent performance of a working 

memory task affects both delay and trace conditioning protocols used. Chapter 3 

describes the areas of the brain involved in the explicit and implicit aspects of 

conditioned aversion. Activation in the amygdala correlates with implicit measures of 

learning, while activation in bilateral middle frontal gyri correlates with the accuracy of 

expectancy, our explicit measure of learning. Chapter 4 describes changes in visual 

cortex due to conditioning. These changes are persistent through extinction, reflecting 

long term changes in the representation, and potentially perception, of the face image 

used. 

5.1 Explicit Influences on Implicit Processes 
Explicit knowledge exerts a strong influence over implicit processes. Results from 

Chapter 2 indicate that a high level task can result in less effective conditioning. This is 

true even for delay conditioning which, for eye-blink conditioning, is described by Manns 

et al. as being independent of awareness (Manns et al., 2002). A reduction in conditioning 

as a result of the concurrent working memory demand argues that working memory may 

be necessary for both delay and trace conditioning. However, the experimental 

manipulations that compensated for the drop in conditioning differ for delay and trace 

protocols.  

In trace conditioning, the deficit can be compensated for by the combination of 

simplifying the protocol (using only one CS instead of two) and providing explicit 
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knowledge of the CS/US relationship. It does not seem to be affected by simplification of 

the protocol alone. The same deficit in delay condition is compensated for when the 

protocol is simplified. We did not test the effects of informing subjects in a delay 

protocol due to the levels of conditioning in a single cue protocol being near ceiling. It is 

possible that this difference in effective compensatory mechanisms reflects two different 

methods of working memory interference with conditioning.  

During delay conditioning, prefrontal resources involved in working memory may 

not be necessary for conditioning, but strong prefrontal activity could still cause 

suppression of amygdala activity (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2001). Amygdalar suppression 

may be compensated for by increased activity in the amygdala when the number of 

stimuli is reduced. It may be true that the same process occurs during trace conditioning. 

However, it is also true that for trace conditioning, recovery is dependent on also 

receiving explicit knowledge of the CS/US relationship. This dependence on explicit 

knowledge for trace conditioning alone is consistent with the original results of Clark and 

Squire (Clark and Squire, 1998). The compensating effects for trace conditioning could 

be disentangled by providing explicit knowledge of the CS/US relationship to subjects in 

a differential (two cue) trace conditioning experiment.  

 Whether it is due to suppression of the amygdala or the lack of prefrontal 

resources, the deficit in delay conditioning due to a working memory task indicates a 

substantial influence of explicit activity in implicit processes – an influence that may not 

be necessary for the simplest associative learning, but most certainly takes place.  
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5.2 Implicit Influences on Explicit Processes  
Conscious experience is a synthesis of implicit processes. Some implicit processes are 

not experienced explicitly or are greatly hindered when explicit focus is brought to them 

(Beilock et al., 2002). One clear example of implicitly trained differences in perception is 

the phenomenon called ‘cue recruitment’ (Haijiang et al., 2006). In this example of cue 

recruitment, subjects are conditioned to perceive a bistable stimulus in a certain way 

whenever a given cue is present. Eventually, the cue itself is capable of biasing the 

perception of the bistable stimulus. 

 Similar to the perceptual bias brought about by cue recruitment, Chapter 4 

provided evidence that conditioning modifies the way a particular stimulus is represented. 

The stimulus that was behaviorally relevant elicited a greater response post training. We 

proposed that a modification of BOLD activity in FFA, without strong activity in any 

areas like the amygdala or insula, indicated a change to the saliency of the previously 

reinforced stimulus. An alternative hypothesis (proposed by committee member Shinsuke 

Shimojo) was that, similar to the somatic marker hypothesis (Damasio et al., 1991), the 

activity in FFA is reflective of remaining emotional association. Generally speaking, it 

might be expected that there would be BOLD activity in an emotional or associative area 

(such as the amygdala or insula) that showed the same characteristics as the visual 

network activated by the CS+. However, it is possible that the low level activity seen in 

the insula may be sufficient to maintain the network of activity as an emotional response. 

The connectivity analysis proposed in Chapter 4 would provide a means of differentiating 

these two explanations. The somatic marker proposal would be supported if the FFA still 

showed strong linkage to responses in the insula during extinction. If the FFA was not 
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strongly linked to the insula, but only other visual areas, it would argue for the change in 

saliency proposal.  

 One method often used to examine differences (and potentially overlaps) between 

explicit and implicit learning systems is that of conditioning to masked stimuli. In these 

experiments, a stimulus is presented to the subject for a short duration (30 ms) and then 

followed by a mask image presented for a longer period of time (45 ms). The second 

image prevents the first image from being processed by the visual system, and the subject 

will often report not having seen the first image. A number of studies performed analysis 

of masked vs. visible conditioned expression (Morris et al., 1998a; Critchley et al., 2002) 

as well as comparing visible stimuli that had been previously conditioned as masked or 

unmasked (Morris et al., 2001). These studies identified some areas that are classically 

thought to be implicit (such as the amygdala and insula). They also identified some 

regions of the brain that are normally thought to be precursors for explicit representation 

(such as the FFA). This is surprising, since most discussions of non-conscious visual 

processing center around a potential pathway involving the superior colliculus and 

pulvinar nucleus (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1998; Morris et al., 1999).  

In an effort to examine the time course of learning and identify those areas 

directly involved in the learning process, we performed a set of experiments conditioning 

subjects both implicitly and explicitly using similar parameters. The protocol chosen 

conditioned greater than 50% of the subjects used in pilot experiments without fMRI 

scanning. After fMRI data collection, it became clear that the subjects being conditioned 

during fMRI acquisition did not develop a strong enough association to justify any fMRI 

results. The difference in conditioning between our pilot studies and fMRI results led us 
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to believe that the increased number of stimuli present in the fMRI environment resulted 

in reduced conditioning. In hindsight, the results look similar to those described in 

Chapter 2. Subjects placed in a distracting environment were no longer easily 

conditioned. Given that the reduced conditionability depends on cross-modal factors 

(such as auditory noise in an MRI scanner) and that past implicit conditioning studies 

show changes in cortical representations, it seems likely that the classical model of a 

distinct explicit and implicit systems is inadequate. In fact, incorporating sensitivity 

measures available in an ROC analysis, amygdala responses to masked faces don’t 

appear to be automatic but rather related to the face’s visibility (Pessoa et al., 2006). 

These results argue that the difference between explicit and implicit may be more 

continuous than originally proposed.  

5.3 Continuum or Separate Systems 

Evidence from HM first led researchers to explore the potential separation between 

explicit and implicit learning systems (Scoville and Milner, 1957). Evidence for a non-

conscious visual pathway came from blind-sight patients who seemed to be performing 

visual tasks without explicit knowledge (Weiskrantz et al., 1974). Work by Clark and 

Squire (Clark and Squire, 1998) described delay conditioning as occurring independent of 

awareness (Manns et al., 2002). This in spite of previous work arriving at a theoretical 

agreement called the “necessary gate hypothesis;” that explicit knowledge of the CS/US 

relationship was necessary but not sufficient for conditioning (Dawson and Furedy, 

1976).  

What has been described as non-conscious conditioning has been shown using 

masking to hide the CS and a variety of techniques to assess explicit knowledge (Soares 
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and Ohman, 1993). Explicit assessment techniques range from expectancy reports to 

familiarity questionnaires. Using these techniques, groups have even described non-

conscious trace conditioning when the stimuli are fear relevant (Ohman and Soares, 

1998), Whether or not masked conditioning is a non-conscious process has been 

questioned. Arguments against masked conditioning being non-conscious mostly concern 

the ability to assess awareness of the masked stimuli (Lovibond and Shanks, 2002). 

Difficulties include memory requirements for the test, whether the test is objective or 

subjective and partial identification of conditioned stimuli. Recent work has also 

questioned whether traditional statistical assessments have the sensitivity to identify 

subtle differences due to conscious recognition (Pessoa et al., 2006). This debate 

surrounding what is conscious and what is non-conscious is suggestive of a subtle grade 

between the two systems rather than a sharp separation.  

The work presented in this thesis fits with the possibility of a continuum of 

conscious experience rather than two distinct subsystems. At minimum we find 

interaction between the two subsystems in each study. There is the caveat that all of this 

work has been in healthy subjects. It is entirely possible that the explicit and implicit 

systems can’t be disentangled when all brain areas are functioning normally, that they 

function independently only when large portions of the brain have been damaged. In and 

of itself, this would be interesting since it would allow anatomical distinction without 

necessarily requiring functional separation.  

5.4 Work on the Conscious Mouse 

This work was begun in an attempt to better characterize the processes and substrates 

involved in conscious experience. Collaboration was initiated between my advisor 
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Christof Koch (Caltech), David Anderson (Caltech), Michael Fanselow (UCLA), and 

later Henry Lester (Caltech) and Tad Blair (UCLA). Beginning with Larry Squire’s result 

that trace conditioning was related to explicit learning while delay was not, the group 

initiated studies of the differences between the two types of conditioning. Since trace and 

delay conditioning are studied both in humans and a large number of animal models, this 

provided a great opportunity to study the substrates required for trace conditioning with 

an eye toward analogues of explicit learning in humans. Efforts from human studies 

provided better information about the nature of explicit processes while animal model 

systems allowed for the use of tools (molecular, genetic, and lesion) not available when 

studying human subjects. The explicit distraction results described in Chapter 2 led to the 

use of a distraction task in mice during conditioning. Results indicated that the 

presentation of a cross-modal stimulus made trace conditioning less effective but did not 

affect delay (Han et al., 2003). The focus of the collaboration then shifted to the use of 

genetic tools to reversibly silence specific populations of neurons (Slimko et al., 2002). 

Using a combinatorial technique, the silencing could be directed toward specific neuron 

types that may be spatially inter-mixed with other neurons. Initial targets for silencing 

after verification include different nuclei in the amygdala as well as the anterior cingulate 

and prefrontal cortex. When these tools are fully developed, they should yield a great deal 

of information about implicit and explicit processes in conditioning.  

5.5 Conclusion 
There are robust interactions between explicit and implicit processes that provide a 

method of balance between the two learning systems, and, most importantly, seem to 

provide a method for forgetting. Specifically, areas of the prefrontal cortex are involved 
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in extinction of conditioned associations (Milad et al., 2006; Sotres-Bayon et al., 2006). 

One study of functional connectivity in post traumatic stress disorder patients indicates 

that the disorder may be a result of excessive amygdala activity (Gilboa et al., 2004). 

Without suppression from prefrontal areas, the amygdala causes increasing activity in 

higher sensory areas, creating a feedback loop that becomes unmanageable. The necessity 

of these interactions is also indicated by the relative success of cognitive therapy in 

treating anxiety disorders.  

There is evidence from a large number of areas that indicate it may be possible to 

sometimes separate implicit and explicit learning, the hippocampal patient HM described 

earlier is a good example. However, both the successful and unsuccesful work presented 

here indicates that explicit and implicit learning systems display little independence in 

practice. 
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6 Appendix – SCR Recording During FMRI Acquisition 
This work was conducted by Antoine Bruguier, R. McKell Carter, Christof Koch and 

Steven Quartz. Experiments were carried out at the Caltech Biological Imaging Center 

(CBIC) by AB, CK and RMC. Steve Flaherty and J. Michael Tyszka from the CBIC were 

also very helpful in conducting the experiments. Analysis and interpretation were 

conducted by all authors. The first draft of the text below was prepared by AB. Figures 

were prepared by AB and RMC. All authors were involved in the review of this 

manuscript. We also received assistance during the filter design process, specifically in 

how to ensure subject safety while using grounded filters, from Alan Macy of Biopac 

(Goleta, CA).  

6.1 Abstract 
Investigative methods in neuroscience increasingly combine functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) with other measurement and stimulus-delivery systems. Many 

of these, such as electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG) and skin 

conductance response (SCR) measurements, attach electrodes to subjects inside the 

strong variable magnetic field of the scanner. This may induce dangerous voltages on the 

leads that often go unassessed. While burn injuries and electric shocks have been 

reported, there is surprisingly little available research describing these risks. This paper 

presents a simple model of the human body and a filtering system that aims to assess 

these burn risks and prevent electrical shocks. The electrical properties of this setup and 

the induced voltages on the leads as measured in a variety of configurations, including 

the effect of fMRI transmitting and receiving coils and lead composition, are presented. 

Since these combined methods introduce noise that requires additional filtering, we also 
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studied the safety constraints of various filters. Even though the design methods and 

measurements are applied to a skin-conductance/shock delivery setup, they can be 

generalized to other systems for assessing and preventing risks associated with similar 

combined methods. 

 

6.2 Introduction 
Many recording methods often combined with fMRI, such as EEG, GSR, and ECG, 

involve attaching leads to subjects. There are two main risks of having leads attached to 

subjects during MRI: inducing currents in leads that may cause sufficient heat to burn 

subjects, and creating an electrical current inside the subjects themselves. Despite these 

risks, we have not found any satisfactory studies of the risk inherent to attaching 

electrodes, since most references, such as (Shellock, 2000b, a), concentrate on safety 

regarding the specific absorption rate (SAR – the amount of radio frequency energy 

absorbed in tissue, usually watts per kilogram for a given volume) and implanted devices. 

The limitation on the SAR was implemented in order to reduce the heating of the 

subject’s tissue, and is now regulated by the FDA. Ferromagnetic implants will 

experience an attractive force and may cause physical harm, and numerous cases of 

injuries and even deaths have been reported. For this reason, most research institutions 

screen subjects for implanted devices and virtually ban most of them. Burn injuries are 

not, however, limited to implanted devices, as the presence of electrodes is in itself a 

hazard. The FDA has reported excessive heating resulting in third degree burns in the 

case of an ECG connection (see for example report M765635 in their Medical Device 

Reporting database). Finally, the voltages created by the scanner create noise in the 
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recording devices. Given that the strong variable magnetic field inside a scanner may 

induce a voltage in any attached leads, such methods raise two important issues: 1) what 

are the direct safety consequences to the subject and 2) how can the noise such leads 

introduce be eliminated without causing further safety concerns? 

As indicated above, the variable magnetic fields inside the scanner create 

substantial noise in the various recordings that should be filtered out to obtain a usable 

signal. A first step is to use analog filters before the actual recording takes place. 

Unfortunately, these filters have their own safety requirements. First, they usually require 

a ground connection, and one should be concerned about connecting a subject to a ground 

lead because there can be a voltage difference between a room ground and the ground 

conductor of a medical device. Subjects who are in contact with two unequal ground 

references may experience a leakage current. Second, these filters modify the recording 

circuit itself; therefore, the safety of the subject and the quality of the recordings should 

be jointly studied. 

We here investigate these issues through two conjunctive methods: skin 

conductance recording, and the delivery of shocks in a scanner. Skin conductance 

recording is a fairly common conjunctive method that is used for peripheral correlates of 

emotional states, while shock delivery is increasingly used for behavioral conditioning 

and pain experiments (Carter et al., 2006). Although we focus on these two applications, 

these methods carry over to other applications. 
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6.3 Material and methods 

6.3.1 Equipment  
The full schematic of our equipment is shown in Figure 6-1. Two devices from Psylab 

(Psylab SAM, Boston MA), a skin conductance instrument and a shock delivery device, 

were powered through a PC-managed controller. In between the devices and the 

simulated subject we placed a low-pass filter that is described in more detail below. On 

the subject side of the filter, various types of leads were connected and attached to the 

simulated subject. A wave-guide served as the interface between the control room and the 

room where the scanner is located. 

Since we use a 3T scanner (Siemens Trio), its Larmor frequency is ~123 MHz; 

thus, the values of components in the filters presented here are designed for such 

frequencies. Since there is variability in different institutions’ hardware, only the methods 

can be generalized and the results should be investigated on a case-by-case basis. 

 

6.3.2 Body simulation 
To simulate the electrical properties of a human body attached to pairs of leads, we used 

conductive electric paste. This paste, Med-Associates TD-246 (0.5M NaCl suspension), 

was originally designed to create contact between a subject and electrodes and has similar 

conductive properties to human perspiration. To mimic both hands, paste was placed in 

two plastic dishes on a strip approximately 4 inches long and 0.5 inch wide, resulting in a 

resistivity of approximately 30kΩ. These two dishes were then connected together by 

another strip of paste (0.25 inch wide and 16 inches long) to simulate a subject’s chest 

(Figure 6-1). Since the magnetic fields increase with the proximity to the center of the 
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scanner, we placed this model in the approximate location a real subject’s hands would 

be located in relation to the scanner center.  

By using this “dummy”, we tried to mimic the various loops created by four leads. 

It should be noted that the model described above should be modified for other setups 

that include more leads. 

 

6.3.3 Leads and electrodes 
Since the behavior of various lead materials within the scanner is not firmly established, 

we used a number of different leads (custom made by InVivo Metric, Healdsburg, CA, 

and Biopac Systems Inc, Santa Barbara, CA) to investigate the extent of induced voltages 

in them. We tested regular copper wires (30 foot, 16 AWG), short (6 foot) carbon fiber 

leads extended by 24 foot-long regular copper wires, and full-length (30 foot) carbon 

fiber leads. Some of the leads were shielded (standard copper coaxial shielding) and we 

tested both when this shielding was connected to the common ground reference and when 

it was not. While carbon fiber has the advantage of being radio-translucent and is, 

therefore, less likely to experience induced currents, it is also more expensive and not as 

readily available. The end-connections to electrodes were either regular or snap-on, a 

type of connector that can be snapped on a socket pasted on a subject’s skin. Given the 

large number of possible lead/electrode/end-connection combinations, we restricted 

ourselves to a smaller set of electrode types. However, the length of the electrode lead 

was fixed to 30 feet, since a variation in the length of the wire would modify the 

resonance properties of the whole system. 
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In order to limit the effect of variable geometry, the placement of the leads was 

also fixed. Across all experiments, leads immediately descended to the floor, then 

directly to the wave-guide, and into the control room.  

 

6.3.4 Heat insulation 
Even though our work was designed to prevent any risk of burn on the subject, we 

implemented additional safety measures. Because the induced voltage is directly 

proportional to the surface between the conductive loop (Faraday’s law of induction), we 

twisted together each pair of wires and stuffed them into standard window insulation 

foam. In addition to keeping the two wires close together and reducing the risk of 

accidental coiling, it prevented direct contact of the wires on the subject’s skin. 

 

6.3.5 Filter design 
We used two types of filters, a simple capacitor filter and a third-order pi filter. These 

filters were placed in line with the electrode leads inside the MRI control room (see the 

box marked ‘filters’ in Figure 6-1). The simple filter type consisted of a 10pF capacitor 

between each wire of a lead pair (Figure 6-2). At high frequencies, the capacitor behaves 

as a simple wire and effectively short circuits the two leads. This results in a low-pass 

filter, rejecting differential mode noise signal while keeping the low-frequency GSR 

recording. This type of filter; however, proved to be insufficient for our noise constraints, 

as the signal of interest was not clearly visible. A large amount of noise was common 

between the leads with this filter.  
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The second type of filter was a standard third-order pi design diagrammed in 

Figure 6-3. The filter response with loadings of 30 kΩ on both ends is displayed on 

Figure 6-4. The main safety issue with this design is the need to have a connection to the 

ground. Connecting a subject to a non-isolated ground is regarded as dangerous because a 

voltage differential between two references can result in electric shock. We therefore 

used high voltage capacitors (rated 3kV) to prevent such risks. This practice was 

suggested by the international norm IEC 60601-1. 

For the second type of filter, we used two types of ground connection, the cage 

surrounding the scanner room, or a ground common to the Psylab hardware. In the first 

case, the filter should reduce the noise on the skin-conductance measurements, but in the 

second case there is additional electrical isolation (discussed in more detail in results 

below). It is most important that equipment electrically connected to the measuring 

equipment be connected to the same ground to minimize any ground reference 

differences. We also minimized any line noise by using band-pass filtered power strips.  

 

6.3.6 Head coils 
We used two types of head coils, as they could potentially modify the currents in the 

leads by modifying the characteristics of the magnetic field. The first type was the 

standard “bird cage” coil (CP Head, receive and transmit, Siemens Medical, Munich 

Germany). We also used a custom “8-channel” coil (receive only, MRI Devices, Orlando, 

FL). Because the scanner body coil is used as a transmitter while the 8-channel coil is 

used as a receiver only, this setup yields a better image quality but induces greater noise 

in attached electrodes. 
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6.3.7 Resonance testing 
The first safety test was performed outside the scanner utilizing a network analyzer 

(Agilent 8712ET 300kHz-1300MHz RF Network Analyzer, Agilent, Palo Alto, CA). 

Different parts of the installation were connected together except for the power supply, 

which was disconnected in order to test the passive properties of the circuit. By 

connecting the probe electrodes to the leads on the paste human model, we could sweep 

across a wide range of frequencies in order to detect resonances. Our rationale for this 

safety test was that the network analyzer injects frequencies in a fashion similar to the 

scanner magnetic field. If a circuit had presented a resonance at the scanner’s Larmor 

frequency, it would be considered unsafe. Results are described below.  

 

6.3.8 Measurement of induced voltages 
The second set of measurements was performed with all the equipment turned on. After 

placing the paste model into the scanner, we ran an EPI scan (T2*-weighted PACE EPI 

TR=2000ms, TE=30ms, 64x64, 3.28125x3.28125 mm2, 32 3.0mm slices, no gap, field of 

view = 210) and measured the voltages between leads with a digital oscilloscope (TDS 

5104 Digital Oscilloscope 1GHz 5GS/s, Tektronix, Richardson, TX). We took three 

measurements; the first was between the two leads of the SCR electrodes, the second one 

was between the two leads of the shocking electrodes, and the third one was between one 

lead of each type. 

Since the sequence does not produce voltages between the leads continuously, a 

direct measurement cannot be taken. We increased the trigger level of the oscilloscope 
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until the trace was stable and then read both the peak and the root mean square (RMS) 

values directly. The peak values reflect the maximum instantaneous voltage received and 

the RMS values are a direct measure of the energy induced in the dummy. 

It should be noted that we limited ourselves to EPI sequences during our 

measurements on the dummy, and that the leads should be disconnected when a human 

subject is scanned with another sequence or during shimming. 

 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Resonances 
Figure 6-5 shows one example of a network analysis plot. The lack of a sharp dip around 

123 MHz reveals that the circuit does not show specific resonance around the Larmor 

frequency, and that most of the energy injected into the circuit at that frequency is not 

absorbed (in this example the absorption is 2.4dB). We observed several other dips at 

other frequencies, but since they are far away from our operating range, we concluded 

that they presented no safety risks. 

None of our various configurations presented any resonance around the Larmor 

frequency, and we therefore proceeded to the next step.  

 

6.4.2 Recorded waveform 
Figure 6-6 shows a typical waveform recorded during an EPI sequence. One can see a 

group of two pulses that occur at repeated intervals. We matched this frequency with the 

number of slices acquired every second. The first pulse of the group is the fat-saturation 

pulse, while the second narrower pulse corresponds to a slice selection pulse. 
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By increasing the time resolution, we can look into the larger amplitude of the 

two, the slice selection pulse. The measured frequency matches ~123 MHz. This 

confirms that the signal we recorded is induced by the scanner and is the one to be 

investigated to test the safety of the installation. 

 

6.4.3 Recorded voltages 
We then proceeded by repeatedly recording the voltages induced during the slice 

selection sequence. Three main parameters were identified: type of filter, type of head 

coil and type of lead. Among all combinations tested, no measurement was above 

3000mV, which, with a skin conductance of about 30kΩ, would create a current of 

0.1mA, generally considered below detectable limits. 

Two types of head coils were used: standard “bird cage” and high quality “8 

channel,” as shown in Table 1, Section 1. Results indicate that modification of the 

magnetic fields greatly changes the induced voltages on the leads. The values recorded 

when using the bird cage coil (top three rows) are significantly below (p < 0.001 in all 

cases) the ones when using the 8-channel coil (bottom three rows). The bird cage is a 

receive/transmit coil that probably confines most of the variable magnetic field to a 

region close to the head. The 8-channel coil, being only a receiver, uses the magnet’s 

coils as transmitter and therefore yields a higher variable field near the hands. Even 

though the 8-channel coil yields higher voltages, the values are minimal and its use is still 

safe. Therefore, we chose to use it over the bird cage, as it provides superior fMRI 

recordings.  
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Section 2 of Table 6-1 shows the effect of the different leads. The carbon fiber 

leads seem to display the lowest induction and we believe that, unless one is concerned 

with their relatively low conductance (resistance of 200 Ω for 1 m) or their higher cost, 

they should be used. We can also note that the shielding lowers the inducted voltage if 

properly grounded. 

We measured voltages (see Table 6-1, Section 3) for two types of filters. Even 

though the filters were designed to improve the quality of the recordings, they are a 

parameter when it comes to subjects’ safety. The two ground connections for the type-2 

filter do not modify the recorded values significantly. This may have been due to 

remaining ground reference differences. As the type-1 filter neither provides better 

quality signal nor lower induced voltages, we do not recommend its use unless one does 

not want a connection to the ground at any cost. 

 

6.4.4 GSR recording quality 
Figure 6-7 displays a typical GSR recording showing the onset of EPI scans. The first 

part of the figure shows a typical skin conductance recording while the second part 

depicts a recording during an EPI scan, the onset of the scanning being marked with a 

vertical line. The first recordings were of poor quality due to the presence of interference 

from other electronic equipment and bad lead connections. However, a careful set-up 

leads to much higher signal quality, and this configuration yielded an SCR signal with 

very little noise.  
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6.5 Discussion 
Many investigation techniques in neuroscience, such as EEG and ECG recording, skin 

conductance measurements, or the delivery of shocks, are useful for investigations in 

neuroscience. However, recording in conjunction with fMRI scanning presents safety 

risks and adds noise that requires signal filtering. In this chapter, we presented a method 

to evaluate the safety of a complete recording system. All values point toward induced 

currents that are well below safety requirements. In addition, the filter presented 

eliminates most of the noise induced by the scanner, although further digital filtering can 

be applied. 

This procedure for safety testing can be easily reproduced for other systems. Even 

though it appears that this type of analysis is rarely done, the effect of the leads, filters, or 

head coil shown above prove that any system should be tested prior to use on human 

subjects. The measurements can be reproduced to provide early testing of any biological 

recording system.  
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6.6 Tables 
Table 6-1 

  Peak RMS 
   Mean STD Mean STD 
  SHK 76.1 7.9 19.8 5.6 

Bird cage GSR 89.8 5.1 39.2 5.4 
  XRS 206.4 12.6 86.9 2.7 
  SHK 733 155.8 383.3 89.8 

8 channel coil GSR 588 82.9 283.2 41.1 
  XRS 305 24.3 117.6 15.7 
 filter 1 / carbon fiber leads 

      
  Peak RMS 
   Mean STD Mean STD 
  SHK 1264 23.9 466.6 27.3 

Copper leads GSR 382.4 13.1 185.1 8 
  XRS 2176 61.4 982 39.3 
  SHK 998 42 474.4 30.2 

Carbon fiber 
extension GSR 485 41.5 240.7 31.3 

  XRS 579.6 11.7 264.2 4.9 
  SHK 2446 111.8 1523.8 62.7 

Shielded snap leads GSR 1174 26.8 588.5 26.4 
  XRS 784 46.6 350.8 23.8 
  SHK 732 71.2 326 40.4 

Snap leads GSR 1512 20.9 781.8 28.2 
  XRS 307.4 26.7 241.5 7.3 
  SHK 733 155.8 383.3 89.9 

Carbon fiber leads GSR 588 82.9 283.2 41.1 
  XRS 305 24.3 117.6 15.7 
 8 channel coil / filter 1 

      
  Peak RMS 
   Mean STD Mean STD 
  SHK 773 155.8 383.3 89.8 

Filter 1 GSR 558 82.9 283.2 41.1 
  XRS 305 24.3 117.6 15.7 
  SHK 336.6 23.2 164 32.5 

Filter 2 - room ground GSR 266.8 6.5 128.8 5.4 
  XRS 224.8 19.4 103.8 10.3 
  SHK 335.2 6.8 164.6 4.3 

Filter 2 - isolated 
ground GSR 316.4 13.6 149.2 7.7 

  XRS 188 20.4 89.4 9.6 
 8 channel coil / carbon fiber leads 
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Table 6-1 Comparison of the effect of the head coil: We measured the peak and RMS 

voltages (in milivolts) for different configurations. The probe leads were connected 

between the two shock leads (SHK), the two skin conductance leads (GSR), or between 

one shock lead and one skin conductance lead (XRS). Measures were taken repeatedly 

and we reported the mean value (left column) and the standard deviation (right column). 

The first part of the table describes the effect of the head-coils, the second part the effect 

of the leads, and the third part the effect of the filters. 
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Diagram of the experimental setup 
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Figure 6-2 

C

 

Filter 1: Simple filter connected between the two leads that are connected to the skin 

conductance device. An identical filter is also used between the leads of the shocking 

device (C=10pF). Filter positions in the experimental setup are indicated in Figure 6-1 in 

the box marked “filters”. One filter pair would be located in the top half of the box and 

one in the lower half of the box. Filter orientation is such that the simulated subject 

would be on the right and the control system would be on the left. 
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Figure 6-3 
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Filter 2: Pi-filter connected between the two leads that are connected to the skin 

conductance device. An identical filter is also used between the leads of the shocking 

device. The grounds of both filters are connected together and then connected to an 

isolated ground on the Psylab box (C = 1nF, R=10kΩ, L=10mH). Filter positions in the 

experimental setup are indicated in Figure 6-1 in the box marked “filters”. One filter pair 

would be located in the top half of the box and one in the lower half of the box. Filter 

orientation is such that the simulated subject would be on the right and the control system 

would be on the left. 
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Figure 6-4 
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Theoretical response of the type-2 filter 
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Figure 6-5 

 

Typical resonance response, GSR with snap leads: The cursor is located at the Larmor 

frequency (horizontal axis ranging from 0.3 MHz to 200 MHz) and the reflected power is 

measured in dB (vertical axis ranging from 1 to -40 dB) 
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Figure 6-6 

 

Typical induced voltages on the leads: The top snapshot displays the repetition of a slice 

acquisition. The bottom snapshot is a time-magnification that shows the oscillations of 

the magnetic fields during the slice selection pulse exhibited at the Larmor frequency. 
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Figure 6-7 

 

Skin conductance recording during EPI scanning, using a full carbon fiber electrode 

configuration with (bottom) and without optimizations (top). Optimizations of the skin 

conductance trace shown in the lower half included the use of the low pass filter in Figure 

6-3, connecting all components to a common ground reference, and attention to 

placement of components within the control room. The onset of EPI scanning occurs 

approximately at zero seconds.  
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